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Higher parking
fees bring visible
improvements

.IKUYA KURATAIPholo edilor
A student walks by the campus pond Thursday afternoon. The pond froze over after cold
temperatures hit the region. Today the temperature will be in the mid-30s.

Highways clear for weekend
travel; weather outlook good
By JAIME HODGE
City editor

be like this weekend
"We should be getting more sun (thi s
weekend), although it will also be a little more
Despite snow storms headed to surrounding cloudy," Price said "It will be warmer than it
counties, this weekend's - - - - - - - - - - - - - is now by about 10 degrees.
weather outlook fo r
which is enough to modify
Charleston is warmer and ' ' t looks pretty clear. The high the situati on (Today) it
brighter than the past week
press ure system is dom- will be more l ike thirty"(The ice) is evaporating inating the wealher. The icy weather five "
and of course some of it has
The winter weather
had sand and salt put on it, we had last night has moved on should be slacking off now
that the wi nter season is
so the highways are okay," towards the east.'
said Dal ias Pri ce, l ocal
almost half over Price said
weather observer "There
- Dalias Price, the mi dpoint of winter
were little slick spots here
local weather observer weather will be thi s
and there, but they're gone
weekend
now "
"It doesn't look like
we'll
have
snow,"
Price
said '1t looks pretty
The Charl eston area recei ved fifteen
hundredths of an inch of moisture from clear The high pressure system is dominating
Wednesday night to Thursday morning Price the weather The icy weather we had last night
said there wasn't a lot of moisture involved has moved on towards the east ..
although it went on for a long time
The arctic weather Charleston experienced
'"We were on the thin edge of another ice in the past few days should take another few
storm I would say that in Central Illinois there days to build up again, Price said
"It looks like we' ll have the more wintry
was a lot of ice and snow with this particular
system as it passed on through," Price said
temperatures in the middle to upper thirties,
Price said the moisture Charleston received with it sinking down into the twenties at
Wednesday night and Thursday morning is not night," Price said «We need another arctic
indicative of what moisture can be expected to blast to get snow "

By KRISTEN SWIATNICKI
Staff writer
Eastem's Police Department
collects about $750,000 annually
i n parki ng fines, a $400,000
increase from eight years ago ,
said Sgt Ron Osborne
"This is not due to an increase
in the amount of tickets we've
i ssued, in fact the number of
tickets issued has decreased It is
due to the increase in ticket fines,
the increase in the cost of puking
permits and the increase of
parki ng permi ts purchased,"
Osborne said
The parking tickets cost
violators $40 each, except for
metered lots , which cost $15
each
Osborne said the profits from
parking fines go toward current
parki ng lot s upkeep and
improvements This includes pay
for two officers, two groundsmen,
repainting, reasphalting and two
trucks for plowing
At the end of the fall semester,
profits were used to purchase two

Hie photo
A campus police officer gets
ready to ticket an illegally parkad
-.·ehicle.
houses betv.•een Seventh Street
and Ninth Street on Hayes
Avenue The houses were
demolished and a campus parking
lot will be built on the land at an
unknown future date, Osborne
said
Profits also are used for the
purchase of computers for the
police stati on to keep track of
parking fines and permits and the
hand-held ticketing machines
Students who purchased
parking permits for the 1997-98

See PARKING page 2A

Students see benefits
of shuttle bus in winter
By AllY THON
Student government editor
As the temperatures fall, many
students who were surveyed are
anxious to point out the benefits
of a campus shuttle service
" I think (a shuttl e service
would be necessary), especially in
this weather," said Laura Tucker,
a junior health studies major
Seventy-six percent of the 110
total students interviewed thought
a shuttle service was necessary on
Eastern's campus
"Sure, in the cold (a shuttle
would be useful) and for people

who don't have a car to get on
campus it would be helpful," said
Kelli Parke, a junior zoology
maJor
Twenty-four percent do not
think a shuttle service is
necessary for Eastern
"No, its not big enough I don't
think," said Todd Fisk, a senior
graphic design and business
major
Eighty-eight percent of those
interviewed said they would use
the shuttle service and 68 percent
said they would use the senrice
daily Twenty-two percent of
See SHUTTLEpage 2A

Touch-tone registration changes, simplification under way
New system should
unclog congestion
By HEATHER CYGAN

Campus editor
Illinois Consolidated Communications and Eastern began the
process of si mplifyi ng the
universi ty 's touch-tone registration system Monday
Eight additional phone lines
were added to the original 22

lines of the touch-tone system in
hopes of relieving some of the
congesti on
commonly
experienced with the former
registration system , said David
Sardella, the director of the
registration office
The problem with the overuse
of the phone systems was noted at
the start of the fall semester The
new system will keep the lines
from becoming too busy
Clay
Hopki ns,
the

tel ecommunications manager,
said Illinois Consolidated receives
more than 100 ,000 calls daily
during registration periods
"The system isn't designed to
handle that amount of traffic,"
Hopkins said
All of campus is affected by an
overl oad of phone traffic,
Hopkins said Faculty and
students using the system at this
time are met with no dial tone, a
slow dial tone or other feature

problems such as transferring.
Hopkins said
The 5-year-old voice response
unit was replaced with a more
modern, more expensive voice
response unit Monday, said Dave
Henard, director of information
and technology services
"It is estimated that the new
unit will pay for itself in three to
four years," Henard said "It will
be faster and more dependable "
New lines as well as the new

voice response unit will end up
saving the university money on
maintenance; they are more
economically attractive, Henard
said
The new lines and improved
voice response unit are funded by
the state, Henard said Annually,
the registration system costs
$ 15,000 and each individual
phone l ine costs $ 12 35 per
month, Henard added The system
See REGISTRATION page 2A
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Personal Web page becomes
liability for marketing company
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich (AP) - Hi.red to teach

sites, a-.o if done at home, are public venues that
a marketing company. employen can use to determine who is sW!llble for
Cameron Barrett suggested his tiaine<s check out his the company
Web page, where he publisb<d his <M'll fiction
A few other people around the country hm• said
Some women staff members did, and were they ba\>e been disciplined or fired O\<er the content of
shocked by the violent and so.ually explicit passages their penonal Web pages
They complained to their boss, and Banett was fired
Lizz Sommertleld, 23, said she quit her j ob at a
"I said, ' If you 're interested, you may go read it ' small Virginia publisher after being ordered t o
But at no time did I make it part of their training, and remove any reference to the company on her Web
I only said it onee," Barrett said, complaining bis page, where sbe calls herself"SexyChyck" and poses
stories we"' just iba~ stories "Do you think Stq>hen in leopard print underwear
King is going around his neighborhood l:illing people
And the Nivy bas mO\-.d to discha.rge a sailor after
because ibat 's what be writes about?"
17 yexn of service when it learned through America
The lesson?
Online ibat be is py
"Just as people need to \nlch what they say in real
Some ""l"'1S argue that Web pages should be conlife, what you pu1 oa )'OUr Web page is going to be sid<!red pm.~ like the books and magazines read at
\-isible to "'"")"OD<, iDchJding futuie employers," said home But a lot may clepeDd on whether the employEsthfi Dyum, a director of the Electronic Frontier ee erases the line between peaonal and professiooal
FoOlldation in San Francisco Although the Filst
In the Michigan case, Bamtt "essentially invited
Amendment prt\..nts the gO\'Ulllllellt from stifling people to look at a Web page," University of

computer ttthnology

Highlighting campus and city crimes and
police events every Tuesday and Friday
James Richard White, 23, of
I 021 Greek Court reported
$7 ,605 worth of items stolen
from bis room. a police report
said Among the items stolen
were six to 10 Gl1lteful Dead
CDs, a Sooy portable CD player, an Absolut Vodka bottle
filled with dimes and 14 pieces
of apen.sn,, jewehy, according
to a police report

Also, the scre·e n from his
room was half on the window
and half crumpled on the floor,
a police report said Between I
pm Dec 19 and6:30pm Jan
10, the items were stolen from
the room on charges of residential burgl ary, according to a
police report
In other police reports:

Campus:

• Erin Dunham, 20, of 518
10th St , was cited al 8:30 p m
Saturday at 506 Monroe Ave
for possession or acceptance of
akohol by a minor and minor

frequenllDg a 1icemed premises
• Dillie! Do<gu, 20, of 1801
Ninth St , wu cited at 11 :54
pm Moa at 1427 Ninth St for

possesuon or acceptanc.e of
alcohol by a minor and posse;sion of mother's ID
• James Sharp, 21, of Midland,
MI, was cited at 4:43 pm
Monday in the 600 block of
Fourth Street for driving while
license was suspended, opera-

tion of ID uninsured motor vehicle, and possession of drug
paraphernalia
• Zackery Hickman, 20, of259
Gn..t Court, was cited at 8:30

• Matthew F O ' Connell, 19, of pm Sarurday at Fourth Street
321 Douglas Hall, reported his and Tyler A\'<lllle for~
Sooy des.ktop stereo worth $500 rion of alcohol by a minor and
stolm from bis room. a police improper lme usage
Six people were cited al 3 54
report said The incident
occurred between 5 p m Dec a m Tuesday at 1627 S..·enth
St
17 and I 0 p m Jan 11 on
charges of theft over $300, • Karyn Power, 20, Vicky
Oberts, 20, and Kimberly Lille,
according to a police report
• Jeff M Hopf, 2 1, of 247 20, of 1627 Seventh St, were
Weller Hall reported his Teac cited for pos.ses.sioo or accepCD player, two 12 inch Pioneer tance of alcohol by a minor and
speal:ers, a JVC receiver and a disorderly conduct
Sooy dual tape deck stolen from • Craig R Schwab, 20, of 1509
his room. a police report said Second St , was cited for posThe incident occurred Dec 18 session or acceptance of alcohol
through Jan 9 on charges of bya minor
tbeil
$300, according to a • Chad Dicl:ma.nn, 20, of 1509
s..,ond St , was cited for pospolice report
• A 7 foot by 42 inch alu- session or aa:eptanoe of alcohol
by
a llllDOr and possession of
minum ramp from the
International House l\'IS stolm another's idmtilicatioo
• Daw! Goldsie.in, 20, of251
Dec 31, a police report said
The ra.rnp is worth $489, Thomas Hall, was cited for possession
or occeptODCe of alcohol
aa:ording to a police RpOrt
bya minor
City:

°'"'

REGISTRATION fiomJKJg•on•
is already installed a nd its
heavy use will begin in March

down each week with the next

The new and improved registration process will take about
fi~ weeks total and will start
with the Spring semester,
Henard said
The process will start with

highest class rank and so on
Registration will operate by
using students' social security
numbers to dictate which day
of their week the will be authorized to call

graduate students and trickles

1t

speech, private employen a.re under no such construnts
Companies can fire people for comments deeined
inappropriate, and experts warn that personal Web

PARKING

inc.r ease in the cost of parking
permits Upperclassman parking
permits ha\'O increased from $35
per )~Ir to $50 annually, Osborne
said
Costs for undercbssman pui:ing permits doubled from S75 per
year to S150 annually, although

the recent inaeue is actually a
decrease Underclassman permits
used to cost $250 each year
Steve Matthys, a sophomore
hospitality major, said he does
not mind the incre1.se in parking
pennit costs
'Tm happy The cost of put.
ing permits here are cheaper than

at Southern I really don' t care
how much they cost or where the

I'm just happy I
was able to bring my car with
me," Matthys said

and permits, Osborne makes it

money goes

clear that the police are not here
to make a profit
""We are not here to mal::e
money We are here to make sure
parking laW< are followed If students follow the parking laws it
Sl\"es them money, saves us time,
and sun hard feelings." Osborne
said
Caren E\'ttS, a sophomore theater major, is angry that parking
fines are so high
"If I accidentally park in the
wrong park ing lot it 's $20
That 's outrageous! I know that
the fines must somehow go back
to parking for repaving and stuff,
but I don't see that happening,"
said

Paying for parking permits is
not restricted solely to students
Beginning in the &11 ...........

even Eastern President David
Joms is required to pay SI SO per
year for his exclusive puking
spot in front of Old Main
The profits gained for this

increase were supposed to be
used to build a new 2SO space
parking lot by the fall semester
1998 The President's Council
has decided not to build the parking lot and no future dates have
been set, Osborne said
Although the University does
make a profit from parl:ing fines

E'"'"

fio"'JKJg•on•

sun1 eyed students said they
would use the shuttle on a weekly
basis
" Some of the handicapped
(students) only have 15 minutes
to get to class A shuttle bu•
could help them out and help

them get to class," said Jason
Rowe, a freshman speech communications major
Many students poinled out that
a shuttle service would only be

necessary during the col der
months
''I think in colder weather it is
more neoessary than in wanner
weather," said Marsha Patterson.

a senior math education major

home "

ftompag•on•

school year p<obably noticed the

SHUTTLE

Michigan law professor Deborah Malamud said
"There's a real difference between that and being
held liable for having a copy of Playboy in your

The Student Senate is looking
into possible ways to fund tbe
project Student Body President

pay for the shuttle
Harris al.so said, student semte
IS considering charging students
per ride. however there is also
start up and Ii.ability costs

Kim Harris, said the senate 's
options include having students
fund the project or having a corporation sponsorship
H arris also said it is unlil<ely
that a corporation will be willing

The next step in the process is
to find out if students are interested in the shuttle
"The main question is, do students even want this," Ha rris

to sponsor the shuttle senrice
"In reality, if it's something
we want, students will have to
fund it," Hanis said

said

Students were inte rested in
using the shuttle service to WalMart, The Square, the grocery

Sixty-four percent of surveyed
students said they would be will.
ing to pay a fee for the shuttle
sen>iee, while 36 percent of SIU.dents said they would not want to

store md Mattoon
Other students voted for the
bank, post office, train station as
well as apartment complexes
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CAA debates faculty grading practices
By DAN OCHWAT
StaJfwrilor

they're capable of!

The Council of A cademic
AfWn Thursday discussed. rough
draft of six questions regarding
grading pnctices ofEutem faculty
memben
The draft t itled ''Grading
Practices:
Question.s
For
Departmental Discussion .. was
formed by the grading practices
subcommittee and will be sent to
deans and department ch.ain for
input
The eouncil placed most emphasis on these questions:
• Ale grading pracbces consislmt
wi1b the "Undergnduate Catalog"
of A= Excellent, B• Good,
C=Average, 0-Poor but Passed,
F=Failed, If no< what are the detinitions?
• Has the cltpoI1meDI made ....iuation procedur.s that lessen &culty
fear that if they don't usigo. high
grades, their student evaluations
won't reach high contract standards for retention, promotion or

tenure?
• Do grading practices and performance expectations in the department drive students to do what

" The task is to c"irculate rhe
questions among faculty for discussion, and to stimulate faculrv 10

que$tiooable ~·aw resnlts strike
t'w into some faculty The panel

is cwnntly sean:hing for a fair
means of O\u.atioo
think about their grading pradces
...It's a good idea if we were
and if they are effective and provided with ai:erage grades, or
achieving goals Or, do the pnic- the avmige grade point average
tices need improving," said Frank We ha\'e no basis for comporison
McCormick, chair of the subcom- What's an average grade in the colmittee
lege? What grades are too high?,"
McCormick said the questions Addison uked
are a result of national debate of
The issue of grading practices,
grading policies
teacher evaluations and the ques"Faculty all across the countty tion of grade inflation were all disare wondering if grade inftarion cussed by the panel which was
h.as occurred, and if it h.as oroded stimul.&ted by the draft of six quesstudent's expectations of achie\-e- tions Consequently, wh.at was
ment." he said
COlltim>ed is the questions encourMcCormick said he belia~ the age discussion The final draft will
theory is to grade bigller and flail- be sent as a cover letter to the
ty will receive a higher teacher . , _ and the questions will
O\UJation, which causes a Dustier rlJStcooscic:JIJISDeSS
of bigller grades
The CAA also unanimously
Howe\<er, the panel debated and accepted two new course proposfound there is a lot more to it
als The two cowse.s proposed
CAA member Bill Addison said were Journalism 3701, Online
that research shows the correlation Journalism ,and 3702, Online
of evaluations and grades are Journalism Lab The courses are
inconsistent
gra ded separately but must be
"Some studies say they're \lalid; taken simultaneously The course
some studies say they're question. is composed of lecture on issues of
able," he said
on1ine joumalism along with a two
Many feel evaluation results are bo<a bands on technical Jab

March to commemorate MLK birthday
IKUYA KURATM'hot> ecMor
°"'pi«< in tlr• AftjeaJJ AMlrican An ahlbltion rofl«1s light during
tlro displl1y of tlr• Hagw Coll«non ef Africt111 Ammcan Folk Alt in
Tarl>l• Alt C1111tu.

'Naive' art style found
in Tarble art exhibit
By NKKI llElllBT
StaJfwriter
In hooor of AfricaD-American
Heritage Month, the Tarble Arts
Center will be displaying selecboos from the ~ Collection of
AJiican Amman Folk Art
The exhil>itioo l\-.S scheduled IO
open Jan 17, but when the pieces
..m...i early the Tuble arts Ceur
was able to open the exhibition
Tuesday
The pieces will be on display in
the Heath Candy and Blow-Knox
Galleries through March 1
Open houses are 10 am-5 pm
Tues -Thurs, 10 am -4 pm
Saturdays and 1-4 p m Sun
Admission is free
All of the wok on exhibition
WU created by untrained artists living in the Southern United States
The style is nnique, said
Michael Watts, Table Arts Centt!r

dim:tor

to i~" Wans said
The artwork is often called

"'untrained .. or ...naive" in style
beeause anists with no formal
tniniog create them, Walts said
Mose ram.-.., Thorton Dial and
James •scm" Thomas are some of
the anisu repr...-1 in the ~
collection They II.ave h.ad their
work displayed at the Museum of
Americon folk An in Atlanta,
Wans said
The Tarble Arts Center has been
pla ftlling the exhibition for two

years

.UO..-ed a broad SUbJed area

!!"""'

- nie marcb .. nostalglc ofwbal

Acti\ities edit«

that they stayed within the 1hmie
After the announcement tbe
winner will read his or her esuy
300 or 400 people ""' expeded,
IS has been the pallem in the pu1
They will marcli once around the
sou1h quad and then to the hOn:y
quad near the University Union
singing " We Shall Overcome"
because African American's had to
'"overcome prejudices and injustices prevalent to (them) in
America at that time," said Cni_g
Edwards, Alph.a Phi Alph.a president

Dr King slood foc," said Edwanls
"II is (lemioisceol) of the non-\;.,.
lent p<OleSts he nsed to protest fur
avli riihls We are honoring what
they did"
At the hlJrary quad there will be

In celebntion ofthe accomplishments of Dr MIItin Luther King
h , the Fntomity Alpha Phi A1p1i.a
is sponsoring and organiz:ini the
24th annual Martin Lulher King Jr
March Jannary 19th
The event will begin in Taylor
Hallat6pm
The agenda will stan with the
announcement of the essay contest

winner
The theme of the essay contest is
"I Ha\<e A Dream" Enlr'lllls were

Higher Education Act

The crime reporting act pro-.
posed that the judicial board

The proposed crime reeorting
act may be combined with the
U S Higher Education Act, said
Sc.o tt Fischer, a Senate legis lative assistant
The Higher Education Act

The act is up for re-approval

said
The Hager Collection has only
been shown in Dlinois, but out of

this year with any revisions
necessary btt1use the existing

to. a.. flllure, Waas said

The Hager Colleclioo of Africm
America Folk Art is spoosored by
the Tarble Arts Center, membership coDlnliuti<Jlls and the Illinois
Arts Council

governs all colleges and universities in the United States and is
reviewed every five to six yean
by the U S Congress
this year and must be passed

bill will expire at the end of the

year
Fischer said the cnme reporting act. which was proposed by
Rep John J Duncan Jr (RTennessee), may be w:orporated in the c,h anges made lo the
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a caDdlelight vigil and then the
marchers will go to the Martin
Luther King lr University Union
Grand Ballroom to hear a speaker
and watch a video

A Baptist minister from
Mattoon, Cyprus Hughes, will be
the speaker After his speech a
video ofKing will be &hown

Bill may open judicial board hearings
By AMY THON
Student ~o\.-ernment editor

"Most exhibition bike a year to
three years (in advance) to book
and organize," said Watts
The Hager Collection is from
the Rocl:ford Art museum This is
the fim display •t fastem, Watts

the state exhibitions are planned

Most of the art is created from
found objects lil:e house paint.
scnps of metal, cardbond and
twigs, he said
" (The art) looks lil:e children
did ii so a lot of people can relate

BY l.AlllEN KRAFT

Ask for Dipping Souce & Spice Packet

heuings, which are currently
pri,'llte, will be open to the public
Fischer said Duncan's office
is hoping the two bills can be

combined
" We are hoping to get as
much of our bill tacked on to it
as possible," Fischer said
He also said t he higher
education committee is current,.
ly wod:ing out a draft of the bill
which will be ready this month

Pam

David.so~

a legislative

assistant for Rep Bill Goodling
of Pennsyhoania, said the higher
education committee is reviewing the Higher Education AC1
"The Higher Education Act is
in the process of being reorganized," Davidson said

Davidson also said there is a
section about campus crime
included in the Higher
Education Act bill, but the committee is making revisions to

the existing section with suggestions from Duncan's proposal
" They are looking closely at
that bill," Davidson said
When the higher education
committee is finished with their
review, the act will then go to
the House floor

In a previous in terview,
Fischer said many colleges are
not iD favor of the recommended ch.anges because they are not
fully informed about what the
changes would entail
Duncan said he proposed the

chuges because c.o lleges are
not being forthright in reporting

their crime statistics
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Most important thing is blood donation
T rttently lud the opponunity lo
.I.rend the vicwpalnt subrnilled
by gues t column'iSI. Bryan G . - - - - -- -- Miller. 1n the Tuesday. Dec. 9 . BRETT BARTLETT
edition of Th<' Daily t : u.mun Gucs1 columnisl
Ne ..·s . I feel 1ho1 his error- filled - - - - -- - - column dclNlllds a "'ply.
A• mcJicJI director of 1hc
blood bank and labora1ory at
Sarah Bush Lincoln Hcahh
Cenlcr. I feel obliged tu write In
rcspansc to Dr. Millcr·s <criously misguided and crrorfillcd column. Having been a p;bt clocni or the American
Red Cro:>.(. and a.. the currcnl primary user or produc1s provided by Community Blood Strvices o f Illinois in this
coun1y. I bclil:vc I am uniquely qualified 10 comment on
this situation.
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Morally and ethically
wrong, human cloning
needs to be forgotten
If

c loning humans becomes a reality. society
will tum i nto a petri dish. with its members

having as much d iversiry as a soap opera.
Dr. Richard Seed has created controversy with
his asseroon that he can and will clone humans.
if not in the United Stales. theo overseas.
Human cloning 1s morally and ethically wrong
.,
I
f
h. h .
ior severa reasons. most imponant o ": 1c. IS
the fact that sc1e nt1 sts
and doctors would be
1aking it· upon them·
selves to play God. Such

Edl•ton· al

arrogance is insulting: what gives doctors and
scientists the right to thinl.. they can create a. life
or two at their leisure? Human beings s h ou ld not
be viewed a < science e:xpenmenls.
Man) people ha\c been quic k to side with
tru~I Seed tk~pite the fac 1 that ihey don't knoY.
hi- backgro und a~ a doc to r and a ... a pcr,o n .
an 1he Jan 12
A ccording 10 columni s t John
"'uc t•f the Chw agfl Trib111111. Seed ha,. ;i h1,1<>r,
nf "h ippint: up g ct - n c h - qu1d, 'cheme' Thal
com h tnec.J Wllh the fac t th:U h e l~ 0al broke .
'cc m' a h11 l(U•=-t111nublc
\\'h~ " u uld JD) ,cn'lhk per"'" \\;i111 "' let
th1, m J n . o r a c.Jolhtr "'Ith p arallel hcl icf, and
···m ur Jh. ll1c t.11<' "'hu l' g11 111g 10 h e h o rn. "hat
th1' n c " ·r c r\011 ·.., .. gcnc111: make -up "Ill h.: ;111d
"' hen the du ne' v. 111 be ··gro "' 11->··
Arm:ri<;.in, arc 1aug h1 tn h.: proud o f 1hc1r inc.Ji
\ 1du:ility. Human clonin g ro'c' lhc th rea l o l
d11n 1n1s hing 1he dhcr,1t y c urrentl y prc,cm 111
our cdec rrc :.oc iet ).
While Seed pre,cru s h1' theory a' a way 10
allo w infertile coupl e< 10 have children. there arc
othe r option~. Ado ptio n and inv11m-fcn1hL3tio n
have been proven 10 be <uc c e s., ful ahema11ves lo
baby breeding.
What happens when thc<e hab1c~ arc born '!
Who will be their parenl$? Whal happen~ when
a couple purchases a baby and larer d~idcs they
want a refund?
And who can promise that the process won·1
get botched. or that some warped individuals
won't view cloni n g as a way to pick up some

More than 1wo years 11go we In the lab 111 Stirnh Bush
Lincoln Health Center 1crrninatcd our contrac1 wit.h the
Amencan Red Cross as chief •upplicr of blood products.
This decision was made because service from the Red
Cros• rell sbon of our &ood faith. We chose Community
Blood Services of Illinois as our new supplier because they
offered I) a higher, more pcnonal level of service. 2) lower
prices on vinually all blood and blood products. and 3) a
more local donor base for blood used at our inslitutioo.
Since that lime. Community Blood Services of Illinois has
provi~ nearly ,,()()() uniis of ~ked tee! blood cells and
other producl.s with flawless service. They hllvc also kept
prices stab!< and have become involved in community
errons101nc"'11Seblooddooarloninourc:oun1y.
While the American Red Cross is. and will always be, a
vencmblc institution wilh wooduful volunteers and c~ccl ·
leol relier p1oarams. we arc much happier with service
from Commonity Blood Services or Illinois and have no
plans to change blood supplier'S al Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center. That means that if you. or Or. Miller. come
to Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center and need blood. it
will be supplied by Community Blood Services of Illinois.
and the standards sci by the Federal Government and
American :issociat.lon of Blood Banks (nol lhc Red Cross.
~. Miller) will ensure thtu the blood received will be just
assafcasanyinthecounuy.
ll 1s of 1nic"'st to us he"' •• Samh Bush Lincoln Health

Ccn1er. espcc:utlly those of us in
the Blood B1111k. tha1 the Eastern
dircc1or of blood drive$ SCCllli
focused on helping the Red Cross
which group
when we a1 the hospital rely on
blond
supplied by Community
you give.only
Blood Services of Illinois. 1
that you give
checked rceeotly wilh Red Cross
regularly."
o((iciaJs in both Coles County
and St. Louis. their regional
office. and found thal despite bl~
use of Red Cross lct1erhead for a rec:cn1 mailout 10 th•
grcck houses on camp<IS. Or. Miller neither sits on the local
Red Cross Board, nor is employed by the Red Cross. I
would c~pect then thal be should represent both
Communily Blood Services of lllinois and Red Cross. and
for lhat INlltcr any Olhcr blood collCCling orpnlution. in
an equal 1111d fillr fo.~hlon when scheduling future drives. We
hope that~nivcrsily offic1als and srudcnt members of the
Blood Drive Commirtce-will llCll lO rectify Ibis disparity as
soon as possible.
•
From 1111 ethical standpoint. it really docs not matter tu
which group you give.·only that you five regularly. For
practical reasons. however. we at Sarah Bush Lincoln
Hcallh Center would prefer ycu give through Community
Blood Services of llllnois to support our local blood band.
Eastern students have a long history of generosity where
donating blood is cooocmcd. Wbcdw:r it be lO !he American
Red Cross or Community Blood Services of Illinois. we
hope this fine D11dition will continue. Many thanks 10 th<
student volunteen of the B l ack Greek Council.
lnterfrarernity Council. Junior Greek Council and
l'llnhcllcnic Councils who ignoted Dr. Miller's propaganda
1111d donated to Community Blood Services or Illinois in

"It real{y does
1101 mailer to

"°

Dcc:cmW.
Note: B')VJ/I G. Miller stattd in lbc 0-.ily Ea$tem New,
Monday 1lto1 hr is o volun1ur for the ,..,,..ricon Rtd Crou.
His position os EIU Blood Dri.-e Cc""'!ittu,ftµ:u/Jy.spon ·
sor tnoblrs him to use the Nntrican Rtd Cross lntuir~od
- Hrttt Bartlttt is th' mtdica/ diret:lor for Sarah Bu1/1
Uncoln !Ito/th CMtU laboroto')" and guur colwnnur f or
The O:i.ily ~tcm News.
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That's all society needs - an Organ Oasis in
lbe mall next to the food coun.
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The premise of our
nation is human rights,
not solely human lives
To the ed11t>r
In 1973. Jus11cc Harry Blackmun
wro1e in Roe v. Wade :
··we need not res0lve 1he difficult
que5.(ion ol when life begin~. When
those 1r~1ned rn respcc1ivc disci·
plines of medicine. philosophy and
theology arc unable 10 arrive at any
consensu s . the Judiciary. at this
point 1n the development of man's
knowledge. is not in position 10
speculate as to the &nswcr ··
With the ludicrous assertion thal
a question of biology. lhe science or
life. wa. even partly a onaller or
philosophy or theology. the Court
sldc·sleppcd the question and proceeded. in spite of It• ndmlued
(thoug h feigned) ignorance, ••
though prenatal lives did not exist .
By this key lie among many. lhe
Coun evade d ac knowledging that

your turn
wha1 they wc1c really <lriking down
wa< lhe phllo,ophlcol prcmi<c or
our nation
Lh.:u human raghts are
intrins ic with human llvu. They
turned back the cloc k 10 when
human rlghls were grunted or
denied by powerful based on c rite ria of 11lclr choice, and gave us a
nalinn .b ased on might ma.lees righl.
the philos ophy of oil oppr<ssion .
The mindless resistance 10 banning
pa11ial-birth abortion. a barbaric
and medically unnecessary abonion
ri1uol. highlights lhis fanatical
devotion lo power and control
instead of lruth and Jus11ce.
Every Supreme Court vacancy
cause~ a pani~ over keeping a
ma1on1y that will support Roe v.
Wade. a pathetic s pectacle that
recalls the cffon 10 maintain a balance o r slave and free <1a1es In the
Senate. When will we admit that
this act of Judicial tyranny _ devoid

~

-------..:''

of 1ru1h. justice. knowledge. rcosuu
and pri•c iple - cannot • land. JU'l
3, lhc ho u'e d i\ldcd aga1n,1 itself
over slavery could no1 stand~
Real American5 will never acccpl
Roe v Wade We want our country
back.

Alfred Lemmo
Dearborn, Ml

Letter policy
Tit" Daily Easttrn Ne..·s accepts
letters to the editor addressing local.
state. n•lional and l111cmat1onal issue\.
1llcy •hould be lcs~an 250 word<
and include the author • name. tele·
phone number and address. Stuclenl<
must indicntc their year in school nnd
major. Faculty. admlnistra1ion and
staff should indicate their position IJld
dcpanment. Le1tcri whose authors
canno1 be verified will not be printed.
Ocpend.ing on specc COMttllint5. we
may have 10 edit your tencr. so kc<p 11
M concise as poulble.
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New position added to RHA board Bird flu can't be passed

By NATASHA TOOD

Staff writer

Residence Hall Association
members Thursday voted in favor
of adding a new position to the
executive board effective this
semester
RHA President Amanda Perry
said the new position will be in
charge of maj or fundraising

efforts Other jobs the position will
entail include publicizing RHA
throughout campus and promoting
the organization through posters
Students who are interested in
the position should tum in a letter
of application, including why the
student is qualified and any past
experience The letter can be
turned in at McKinney Hall t o
Perry

"The letter will be due next
Wednesday, January 21, and we
will look over it at the executive
meeting that night We will let you
know at the next meeting who we
chose," Perry said
Perry also said RHA will be
using new position as an e.""tperiment and if the position is successful, adjustments to the Constitution
will need to be made

John Glenn to return to space in October
WASHINGTON(AP) - Thirtysix years after he made history
as the first American to orbit the
Earth, Sen John Glenn is being
granted an aged astronaut,s
fondest wish: one more blastoff
and fie ry ride to where " the
view is tremendous "
In October he'll become the
oldest man in space
NASA officials have decided
to grant the 76-year-old Ohio
senator and former Marine
pil ot' s longstanding requ est,
convinced by his aiguments that
h e 's the right test subject for
research into the aging process
NASA called a news conference
for Friday to make it official
His flight aboard the shuttle
Discovery in October will come
more than 36 years after hi s

three-orbit ride aboard the
cramped Friendship 7 capsule
on Feb 20, 1962
The flight allowed the United
States t o instantly catch up to
the Soviets in the space race and
turned Glenn into a worldwide
symbol of American know-how
and courage
"It was extremely dangerous
at that time," Chris Kraft, flight
director for the early flights,
recalled Thursday And the
world,s reaction was amazing
"People were standing on the
streets in Tokyo, all over the
world, awaiting his safe return
and listening to the operation as
it took place," Kraft said
Glenn himself t alked about
how "the view is tremendous,.
and exulted about the "beautiful

blue" horizon during his ride
As his capsule sped back down
into the Earth,s atmosphere in a
cascade of sparks and fire, he
remarked, "Boy, that was a real
fireball of a ride "
Friendsh ip 7 was al oft for
four hours, 56 minutes, which at
the time seemed an extraordinarily long ride In recent years,
though, Glenn has joked about
having such a short time in
space and has pressed continually for another shot
" I ' m ready when they say
'go,'" he said
A hero of the book and movie
"The Right Stuff," Glenn was
elected to th e Senate in 1974
after a successful busi ness
career, but is retiring f rom
Congress at the end of 1998

from person to person
WASHINGTON (AP) - A bird
flu that has killed six people in
Hong Kong has not mutated into a
more dangerous bug that could
spread easily from person to person
and cause a worldwide epidemic,
new laboratory tests indicate
Federal experts say there
remains a need for caution, and
scientists at the Cent... for Disease
Control and Pre\'ett!ion are working
on a new vaocme
"It is good news for now," Dr
Kanta Subbarao of the CDC flu
laboratory in Atlanta said She said
experts worry, however, that
the Hong Kong bird tlu still could
make gmetic changes that would
tum it into a more virulent human
killE<
"\Ve remain concerned that a
reassortment (genetic change)
could occur at any time," said
Subbarao, lead author of a tlu study
being published Friday in the journal Scienoe
A 25 -year-old woman died
Thursday, the si.'tth person in Hong
Kong killed by the bird flu since
the outbreak began in May At least
12 other people have been infected
Subbarao said she and other
CDC experts haven't determined

how the avian flu virus strain,
called HSN!, managed t o infect
hwnans
Usually a bird tlu virus will not
directly spread to humans, and that
HSN! made some people sick
greatly alarmed international flu
experts, she said
Flu virus genes are highly
changeable, and slightly ahered flu
strains appear almost annually
Usually, the new strain resembles
previous strains and most hwnans
ha\-e some imnnmity against such
vuuses

Occasionally, a unique strain
de\'elops that is particularly
deadly Many such tlu strains originate in birds, then spread to
swine, which are capable of hosting
both the bird flu and hwnan
flu
When the two viruses genetically mii: in the pig, the result can be a
totally new flu strain
There were fem, Subbarao said,
that this genetic mi'ring could have
happened to HSN! inside hwnans
who got the bird flu in Hong
Kong She said a bird fl u that
acquired intemal human flu genes
could be capable of spreading
rapidly from person to person

Security camera foils $1 million heist from World Trade Center
NEW YORK (AP) - They were
cl ever enough to penetrate the
World Trade Center's tight seauity,
clever EDOugh to grab a $1 million
Brink's payroll But then, police
say, the lhree bandits turned out to
be dumb, dumber and dumbest
They pulled off their ski masks
before walking past hidden
seauity cam...as, and within hours
their faces were all O\<er TV and the
newspapers Then they went home
to their close-knit Brooklyn neighborhood, where dozens of people

called the police
"Me and my friend Joey opened
the JleW'P'lPef and said, 'Holy
cow! There's Mikey!'" said 39year-old Bill Stout, who tends bar
at a neighborllood tav...n catering to
off-duty cops and firefightE<S
They called a police hot line, "but
apparently 50 or 60 people
beat us to it," Stout said
By Thursday, one of the three
suspects was in FBI custody
One of the men made no attempt to
conceal himself in the

neighborhood, even getting a haircut
"He just walked in here and sat
down and asked for a haircut;'
said barber Louis Amato "I was
really shocked and swprised when
I found out (about the robbery) I
didn't think he acted like
someone who had just robbed a big
bank "

Police withheld the men's names
pending the filing of charges
The three accosted two Brink's
guards on their way to a Bank of

America foreign currency office on
the I Ith floor of one of the
twin towers during Tuesday morning's rush hour Flashing a gun,
they handcuffed and bound the
guards and five other people on the
e levator, snatched three bags of
money from a cart - leaving three

oth... behind - and fled
After that clockwoik caper, the
three slipped up by pulling off
their masks in a conidor and walking past the security cam...as
More than 60 people called the
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police to say they recognized the
three as men who lived in or frequented the Wmdsor Terrace
neighborllood
"Calls are still coming in," police
spokesmm Michael Collins
said Thursday
Residents descnoed two of the
suspects as locals with drug
habits and minor criminal records
who hung around street comers
and sometimes performed odd jobs
Some said the third man was a
stranger
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Staff writer

The Eastern men' s and
women's swim teams are starting
to hit their stride With just over a
month left in the season, coach
Ray Padovan is looking for the
teams to stay in a groove
This Saturday, the teams are
traveling to Valparaiso to compete
in a dual meet This is a good test
aocording to Padovan
" Valparaiso is going to cha!lenge us on every race, we want to
be able to push ourselves," he said
T he men' s team takes a 3-4
record to the trip to Indiana They
are looking to get on track towards
the end of the season The team is
led by seoiors Doug Habben and
Drew Shepherds on, al ong with
junior Patrick Johnson
The women are off to a better

MISSO uRI
match-ups of the meet
"The feature match will be the
126-pound match It proves to be
a pivotal bout in a c lose dual
meet,"Roper said
Other key match-ups that could
prove to be important are the 142pound match that features
Eastem's Jason Lawrence against
Jeff Urban from Missouri and the
167 pound match the will put the

they seem to be a more b~
team than the men's team

from a 20-hour bus ri de from
down south They then practiced

c OS er VO I

tions from all of our swimmers,"
Padovan sai d of his women' s
squad
Win-loss records are not the
most important thing to Padovan,
but rather individual improvement
"We look to keep improving
from week to week , month to
month, and year to year That is
what we strive for," Padovan said
The teams are just getting back
into sync after a break that saw
them compete in Florida over the
winter recess
"That was a good trip for us,"
Padovan said "We bonded as a
team, and the setting was nice
wheo we were not competing "
The trip took its toll however
Although it was a great place to

Although the teams lost the
head-to-head meet, Padovan
seemed optimistic
"We swam as well as we could
have, and we just got beat,"
Padovan said
Not using the bus ride as an
excuse, Padovan thinks the teams
are now getting back into the routine of balancing their class woik
and swimming
Practices have gone well this
week according to Padovan With
a few colds and minor sicknesses
aside , the team is ready for
Valparaiso
With wins here, the teams will
be back on track

<.;Hl<.;AUO ( Al') - The
Chicago Cubs picked up a closer
Thursday, agreeing to a $4 million, one-year contract with
three-time All-Star Rod Beck
Beck , a 29-year-old righthander, had 37 saves in 45
chances for the San Francisco
Giants last season He had spent
his entire major-league career
with the Giants, going 2 1-28
with a 2 97 ERA with 199 saves
Beck fills a major need for
the Cubs After losing Randy
Myers following the 1996 season, they signed closer Mel
Rojas to a $13 75 million, threeyear contract
But he was a bus t, blowing

"\\7e are getting good contnOu-

for last week 's meet against
Northern Illinois in DeKalb

DETOUR

from page BA
Panther's Tim Duggan up against
Jason Moore
T he Panthers are h oping to
avoid a letdown, as they will try
to repeat last week's performance
"We are hoping to feed off of
last week," McCausland said
"We have had a good week of
practice The guys are relatively
injury free and they are really
starting to take shape"

Or

several leads, and was traded to
the New York Mets on Aug 8
Beck is the third free agent
signed by the Cubs during the
offseason, joining shortstop Jeff
B lauser and outfielder Matt
Mieske
Chicago also has acquired
second baseman Mickey
Morandini, outfielder Henry
Rodriguez, catcher Sandy
Martinez and pitcher Kurt Miller
in trades
"Watching what Ed Lyn ch
has done with the rest of the
club intrigued me quite a bit,"
said Beck, who became expendable after the Giants acquired
RobNen

frompage&A

75
After Mayes missed a jumper,
Eastern got the rebound and
Kaye went up for a jumper and
was fouled by Townsend Kaye
went to line with a chance to cut
the lead to three, but missed
both shots from the foul line
Eastern enjoyed its second
l ead of the second half when
Kaye hit a jumper \vith 11 min-

utes left to put Eastern up 60-59
The Racers took the ball back
down the floor and Mayes hit a
three to put Murray up 62-59
With this three, Mayes had
1,000 points in his Racer career
Another big factor of the second half was that Eastern committed 10 tumovers compared to
the Racers' four Free throws
were a lso a telling factor, as

Murray hit 25-of-33 from the
line, whil e Eastern was 12-of17
Kaye won the battl e of the
two best guards in the OVC, as
he scored a game-high 26
points While the conference's
leading scorer, Mayes, was held
to 19 Mayes had help though,
as the other four starters scored
in double figures

NFL adds "need" and replacement players to Pro Bowl rosters
NEW YORK (AP) - Linebackers Ken
Norton Jr of the San Francisco 49ers and
Ray Lewis of the Baltimore Ravens were
added today as "need" players to the Pro
Bowl rosters
Need players must be an alternate at
linebacker or defensive end

Meanwhile, cornerback Cris Dishman
of the Washington Redskins, safety John
Lynch of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and
linebacker Lee Woodall of the 49ers
were selected as replacements for the
NFC roster
Norton, making his third Pro Bowl

Pro Bowl, replaces the Cowboys' Darren
Wood son, s i delined with a shoulder
inj ury, and Woodall, a second-time Pro
Bow ler, repl aces Wash ington' s Ken
Harvey, also out with a shoulder inj ury
The NFC and AFC teams meet in the
Pro Bowl Feb I at Honolulu

appearance, t opped the 49ers with 138
tackles this season Lewis , a first-time
Pro Bowler, led the NFL with 210 tackles
Dishman, in his second Pro Bowl,
replaces Dallas' Deion Sanders, out with
a rib injury Lynch, playing in his first
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Track teams head to Champaign for triangle meet
By DAVID PUMP
Staff writer

Akers said the jumpers are not
the ouly people giving better per·

Eastem's men's and women's
track and field teams head north to
Champaign for the University of
Illinois Invitational on Saturday to
take on Illinois and Indiana State

The Panther men are coming

with all of the o ther throwers
(Jason Wald schmidt, John
Davis)," Akers said

Southwest Missouri State Coach

th e men to be su ccessful this

John Craft said the break hurt his

weekend, head coach Tom Akers
said the team can't rely on a couple of individuals to carry them
"This will be a better indication

team drastically
" We are looking to get back

"We need for everybody to step it
up, and it's got to be a team effort
and not put on the shoulders of
any individuals "
Upsetting the Illini would be a
tough task for Eastern, but Akers
said that Indiana State would be
competitive
"It i s hard to tell where our
strengths are going to be against

Illinois," Akers said " \Ve are
pretty comparable to Indiana State
and how we compete against them

will be more of an indication ..
Akers said he continues to see
improvements in the jumps especially the triple jump with Joe
Flannigan
"Flannigan in the triple jump
has always been a big meet performer and I look for that to continue," Akers said

•

T he women are l ooking to
improve after a decent showing
against Indiana State and

off a snccessful meet, defeating
Illinoi s State and Southwest
Missouri State last Saturday For

of where we are at," Akers said

f~
·. ' .. ' ~~-:--~d ----

formances
"Dave Astrausl.'US is making a
really nice improvement a long

into the groove," Craft said
" Coming out of the break our timing has been a little bit off"
Besides the timing, Craft said
he hopes his athletes put out the
best effort they can
" This is a really tough meet,
but we want to be competitive and
we are seeking to be very the best
that we can," Craft said

Craft said he and the women
are excited t o be competing at
shorter distances early in the season The 55-meter dash will be
moved to 60 meters, and the 200meter run will ouly be 150 meters
For the women to be competitive this weekend, Craft is pointing to the throwers and the second
and third runners for help

'The throwers were down last
weekend and we are looking for

them to improve," Craft said
" Some of our second and third
place runners need to close the

gap "
Eastern hosts a 15 team meet
on Saturday, Jan 24 where
approximately 600 athletes will

participate Akers said that it
should be a competitive weekend

but more so on the individual
level

"There will be a lot of teams

with some real individual talent
that will give us a real good battle," Akers said

MEET

frompage8A

" We had a good recruiting season," he
said "We 're a much better team than we
were last year The kids are really playing

"Even with the experience, we're still a
young team," he said "We start a freshman,

Junior guard Tessa
Fields is second on the

two sophomores and two juniors We're a

well for us ..

very young team "
This in contrast t o the Lady Panther
starting lineup, which features four seniors
Recent history between the two teams

team in scoring with 185
points and also leads the
team with 85 assists She
has hit 16 shot s from
behind the arc
Tennessee-Martin is 21 at home against confer-

VanAtta said his team benefitted from
last season, its first in the OVC, and sees
similarities between the Lady Skyhawks
andEastem
" I look in the mirror and I see Eastern
Illinois," he said "1\7e 're in the same situation I think having a year of experience in
the league has helped us The biggest key
would be having gone through a year in the
league and seeing what we have to do "
But even VanAtta knows his team still

has room for improvement

MEN'S

Last year,

Tennessee.Martin swept the Lady Panthers
71 -63 and 69-66
The Lady Skyhawks are led in scoring
by junior forward Nichole Lockridge, who
has 189 points Lockridge is shooting 67
percent on the year, as she has hit on 8().of151 shots including 3-of-9 from behind the
arc

ence foes this season
Last
year
L ad y
Sl'Yhawks finished with a

5-4 home record in the

ovc

WoNen's
8 ASKeT8ALL
T-

Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Ea.stem Kenwcky
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay
Murray State
Morehead State

VanAtta is snre of his team, but said he
knaws Eastern will be a tough opponent

a&:
l\!S,'lflll'
c-t.
5- 1
'4-1
'4-2
3-2
3-2
3-2
24
I4
I4
1-5

°"""
7-7
10-3
B-5
9.5

1-'
6-7
4-9
5-7
2- 11
4-9

«Eastern is a really good
team," he said "We\>e got
our hands fu ll agains t
them They have a strong
inside game with (sophomore center) Leah Aldrich
and (seni or forward)

Barbora Garbova - she's
all-world "
Eastern will stay on the

road to t ake on Murray

State Monday
Murray State has gotten
off to a slow start to the
season, as they stand at 1-5 in the OVC and
2-12 overall

frompageBA

ovc
The Skyhawks ' three-game

conference winning streak was
stopped when they lost at Middle
Tennessee 66-46
Five days later, the Skyhawks

su ffered a second setback , this
time at the hands of Murray State
67-56
Martin got back to its winning
ways with a 6S-66 overtime victory against Morehead State
As of the Morehead State
game, the Skyhawk offense,
which is second to last in the OVC
with an average of 61 2 points per
game, is led by junior

is

OPEN
Great Food!
1/2 111. Giant Burgers
54&-6055
Cal for deli~.
opsn 4pm-4am.

Only at ZORBASI

"'·
~~

does not favor Eastern

1 997-98

Adveruse.

fonvard/center Joe
Crumby who was
averaging 13 I
points per game
This
average
places hi m in
ninth place in the
OVC
The only other
Martin pl ayer t o
average in double

figures i s juni or
forward/ cent e r

Merc's
8ASIU!TBALL

,,......

CO•f. Otcnill

MurnyState
Mldcle Tennesse-e
Eastern lll1nou:
Tennessff-Marun
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Lblcoln

6-1
6-1
S-2
S-2
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Ausunfeq

34
34
14

Morehead State
Tennessee Tech

1-0
0-7

Ryan DeMichael
who averages 12 8
points per game, which places him
in I 0th place in the conference

...
....
...

~
ms~

1997 -98

12 3
8 -7
4

6-9
8-8
4-10
6-9
7.7
2-13
4-I<

its opponents by an <tverage score

Harper who missed the 1995-96

of 71-62 and outrebounded 252203

season with a stress fracture
Harper is the team's assist leader

DeMich ael is also the team

with 42, while senior guard Art
Castle has added 26 assists
Even with these players, Luther
still hopes to improve his team
"We're a little inexperienced at
times, but we're playing good as a
team," Luther said " We've been

guard Rick Kaye,
who is second in

the conference in
scoring
"Kaye is an out
standing player;
he has got a great
shot" Luther said
" He's probably
4

one of the most
u nderestimated

pl ayers in the
league"
Martin has been outscored by

~

-s-...,<:>

16-2

But Eastern also

has a good scorer
itself in seni or

~ ...~

-.<"
store Bour.
9UD.41pm.
sat. SruQ. 7pm.
Sa. 12PlQ.-6pm.
4
. . ..

4

~.,....see:.~

....
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leader in rebounds with 132 for an
average of 10 2 per game, and he
leads in steals with 19
Rebounding-wise, the closest
person to DeMichael is Crumby
with an average of 4 9 rebounds a
game DeMichael is a lso the

team' s top rebounder with 25,
which places him third place in
theOVC
Helping to get DeMichael and
Crumby the ball will be senior
forward/guard Oswago " Hamp"

winning a couple o f games
because we're team oriented
" \\7e 're not outstanding in one
area but we have good chemistry
and that's helped us with whatever

little success we\.-e had so far this
year"
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Sports

Winning ways take detour against Murray
First-place battle
ends in 88-77 loss
for 5-2 Panthers
By MATI WILSON
Associate sports editor
The Panther basketball t eam had its chances to
defeat Murray State , but in the end, the Racers
extended their home winning streak to 23 games with
an 88-77 victory Thursday night
"'I can't question otu effort; we put ourselves in a
position to win, and this is a tough place to win,"
Panther head coach Rick Samuels said in a radio interview after the game
The Joss dropped the Panthers out of firs t place in
the Ohio Valley Conference, and Murray State is now
tied for the top spot with Middle Tennessee at 6-1
Eastern dropped to 5-2 in the OVC
Eastern had three leads in the second half, with its
biggest lead being two points after junior forward Idris
Osei-Agyeman hit a 15-foot j umper to put Eastern up
64-62
The lead was short lived though, as Murray State
senior guard De ' Teri Mayes hit a fas t break three
pointer to put the Racers back up 65-64 The Panthers
would never have the lead again
"We gave up too many transition and rebound baskets," Samuels said "Our big guys have to be sprinting back down the court and we can't Jet (senior
guard Chad) Townsend get on a fuJJ mn three-fourths
up thetloor"
Murray State extended its lead to 73-66 after sophomore forward Rod Murray hit a jumper with six minutes left Murray State extended its lead to 10 with two
minutes left, but Panther senior guard Rick Kaye ignited a fwious Eastern comeback
Kaye hit a jumper and was fouled, but was unable
to hit the free throw Eastern was able to get the
rebound off the missed free throw to cut the lead to
eight, and Kaye hit a three to cut the lead to five at 80See DETOUR page 6A

IKUYA KURATAIPholo edilor

Eastem '.s Kurt Cuffie wrestles for the ball against Austin Peay earlier this season. The Panthers lost their game against
Murray State 88-77 Thursday night in Kentucky.

Basketball teams continue road trips this weekend
Men's team takes
on overachieving
liennessee-Martl'n

:~~f%~re:::..creditthatthey'reonthe
After being predicted to finish ninth in
theovc, Martinfindsitself rightinthe
middle of the pack, while Eastern was
picked to finish fifth and is now near the
top of the conference standings
Martin comes into the game with a 5-2

By MATI WILSON
Associate sports editor

conference recor d and a 6-9 overall

Two of the more surprising teams in
the Ohio Valley Conference will face off
on Saturday night when Eastern travels to

Tennessee to face Tennessee-Martin
"This is going to be a very tough game
Eastern is leading the league," TennesseeMartin head coach Cal Luther said "I like
everything about them (Eastern); they
have a good coach and a fine basketball

record, while the Panthers enter the contest 5-2 in the OVC and 8-7 overall
Tennessee-Martin started off the conference season with a bang, winning its
first three conference games of the season
The Skyhawks had home victories over
Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky to

start off the season. then a month later
went on the road and defeated Tennessee
Tech 82-69 to go to 3-0 in the OVC
See MEN'S page 7A

Lady Panthers meet
Skyhawks, Racers
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

Wednesday
The Lady Skyhawks enter the weekend
at 4-2 in the OVC
Tennessee-Martin comes off a win at
Morehead State Wednesday, taking the
contest 86-63 Sophomore center Chastity
Bohannan scored 20 points in the victory

Bohannan has scored 51 points in the
Eastern's women's basketball team \vill
look to continue its winning ways this
weekend as it travels to Tennessee and
Kentucl.")' for a pair of conferenoe matchups
The Lady Panthers will start off by
playing the Lady Skyhawks of TennesseeMartin Saturday
Eas tern sits atop the Ohio Valley
Conference, having won six straight confe rence games Most recently. the Lady
Panthers defeated Austin Peay 66-60 on

Lady Skyhawks' six conference games

This season has seen a bit of a
turnaround for the Tennessee-Martin program Last season began with a threegame winning streak for the Lady
Skyhawks, but the team dropped its next
seven games en route to a 7-1 I OVC season
Co-head coach Gary VanAtta did say
this team is very different from the one
that took the court last season
See MEET page 7A

Panther wrestlers host Big 12's Missouri
By KYLE BAUER
Staff Writer
The Panther wrestlers are scheduled
to take on the University of Missouri
Tigers thi s Sunday at 1:30 pm in
Lantz Gymnasium The Panthers are
hoping to follow up their big 33-8 win

over Northern Illinois last weekend
with another good performanoe
Even though the Tigers are coming
in with an 0 -4 record, Panther head
coach Ralph McCausland warns that
the match may be tougher than it looks
on paper

"They do have an 0-4 record, but
they have wrestled quality opponents
in their dual meets," McCausland said
Tiger head coach Wes Roper is also
e.-.pecting a competitive meet
"This is going to be a real tough meet
We have seen Eastern before at the St
Louis Open and we have nothing but
respect for them," he said "We have a
Jot of good wrestlers, but we are just
not doing well in dual meets ..
The Tigers' slow start could be due
to the young team that they have The
Tigers will start seven underclassmen
against the Panthers this weekend

Also contributing to the slow start is
the fact that the Tigers are wrestling
without a 118 pounder That means
they will forfeit the match and start out
the meet in a six-point deficit That
will make the 126-pound match very
critical
The 126-pound match will feature
Eastern's Kelley Revelles going up
against Matt Smith from Missouri The
two have already met onoe, with Smith
coming out on top Both coaches are
looking to this match as one of the key

WEEKEND

Preview
•

TC

Friday
No e\lenlS sched.lled

Saturday
Men' s and WOt'l"len' s track at llinois
Men' s and Wotnen's swimming at Valparaiso
Men' s and Women's basketball at Tennessee-Martin

Sunday
Wresting hosts Missouri (1:30 p.m.)

Monday

See MISSOURIpage 6A

Women' s basketbaO at M...-ray State
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t's been two weeks and by now
T eople are either dying for a heap4,g scoopful of wonderfully fattening double chocolate fudge ice
cream and a Butterfinger, or starting
to realize that their new year's resolutions are going the way of those
piano lessons they took when they
More than libly. the ""iority
of peopl• throw In the towol

boforo 199rs body wu""'" cold

y«.

ls It bec3use we don\ have the
dec.ennlnation to follow lhroogh
withO<r-1
Ne< ~to most iltarnot
,....,......... Tho problem 6os in ""'
fact that most people eithor set
unroachable. unreollsdc goals or
goals !hat are too vague to lead
onywhon!. Tho major1<y d .........
tlons orilf ........ she(~ d. few

cloys.
According to • 1996
American Medical Association

study.
out of the 40" o
Amorlcans who mak.e a , _ yaar's
rosclutlon lgf d lhom fal to fol.
low k for more than • WMk or so.

"°"

d lh• total popublion do
- make rosolutions at ...
"'Why make ono. fust to let

Those who have

sar>d with

their rtSOUions. but

foel thoy could us• • littlo
romlnder now ond than. an try
the .. Resolution Reminder" at

yourself down," said Maureen

www.hiaspra.com.
Carsella.. a sophomore graphic
It automatically sends an ...mo11
des«n ""ior. "They don't really _ . , two woeks ~what !ho
work because no one sticks to resoUion ...... >nd cfiflorent _,.
lhom anymore."
d lnc:orpor>~ It lnU> yoor &lo.
Psychologist Robert ButterOther offerings on the site
wonh, Ph.D.. u.ld ''New year's Include a list of a dozen or so
rQSolutlons •• unnocossarily niso generic resolutions for peoplo
our expectations. put us oodar who don't need lhe e-mail
extreme pressuro and rum mo rominder, but still want • little
new year sour when they go ~ keep91g choir resolution on
bust."
tnd<.
When making a rosolu!lon, psy·
Categories Include quitting
chologists like Butterworth stress srnolclng. aroor advancemont ond.
11-yt'C to molce chem .. realstic .. probably the moot common rosopossiblo. lnsto•d oJ plodging to ludon. ~ """""o-ase an hour • day. 7 days •
ConsidorTc !ho natUro d most
wool<. rosolve to spond 15 min- """' Y"""'• p>l1los. k's not surprisutos a day doing pushups and

ing that laying off alcohol also

sltups.

appears on tho list. Tho morning

Also, realize that even small

altar it's not uncommon to ' - - •

cho<'C"S in one's clay to clay W. can plqe d .,_ long sobriety from
be tnumatic, and consoquontly
an lead to faluro.

Resolutions

the fallen m idnight worriors.
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M a t t
SubPo p r ecordi ng artist fro m Kansas City

MIKE IRELAND and HOLLER

Men of

w ith loc.al fa vorites

RINESTONE BARNBURNERS
MOTHERLOAOE

$400 admlsslon -s h owtlm e 9 :00- M ldnlgh t
The moon was full, the air was crisp and the
mood was right for an adventure of literaiy proportions ... literally.
We the Men of Adventure decided to start the
semester off with a bang and venture to a place
where the two of us had only heard about. A place
of magic and wonder, a place where mystical creatures intertwine with the musky odor of old books
and even older librarians. That's right, we went to
the libraiy (insert eerie Twilight Zone-esque music
here). Little did we know what peril awaited us in
and around eveiy comer.
Our first destination was the one we feared the
most. The place where rumors are conceived (and
possibly children), the Stacks.
As if the teal green stair wells were not frighteir
ing enough, we were confronted by the mole man
that dwells there. No words were spoken, but the
looks that we got said "Respect the stacks or else
you and all of your children will pay the price."
We were afraid to find out what that price was,
so we continued on to Level 1 of this book-filled
dungeoo. The item of interest that we were looking for was the supposed spot in which two students "consummated" their relationship.
Sure enough we found the spot that read
"Cindy Loves Mark SJ10-3-81/12:00pm" It's
good to know that at a time when Silly Jean was
not Jacko's lover and breakdancing was the fad,
Mark S showed innocent Cindy something
"swell'... how sweet.
After a brief and necessary moment of silence,
we decided to play a little game of "cloak and da~
ger". However, since we had no dagger, and the
cloak room was so far away from the stacks, we
went for a little "Nerf dart/cat and mouse hunt."
Although there are many places to hide and/or
seek, with only two of us the game wore out faster
than a pair of Converse All-Stars.
We heard that the desks located in the "darlcroom" of the lower stacks had been filled with
grotesque and graphic graffiti. Seeing as how we
couldn't believe anyone on this lovely campus
could be that demeaning to school property, we
had to see for ourselves.
Needless to say, one can only read so much
genitalia humor and jokes about sexual orientation. Being Men of Adventure, we could only stay
for a few minutes ... thirty-five tops.
After finding out how many positions two (and
sometimes three or four) people could alter themselves into on a tiny desktop, we needed some
assistance to show us where we could find some
books. Not just your eveiyday reading material,

but literature worthy enough on the "BOA List"
(We're sure you can figure out the acronym on
your own.)
Th is is where we met the Exalted High
Grandmaster of Circulation Services, or the
Grandmaster for all intents and purposes. We
asked this "guru of all that is literaiy" where we
could find said BOAs. He pondered for a brief
minute and typed, with lightning speed, some
numbers and letters on his personal computer.
Handing us a sacred sheet of call numbers, he
pointed us in the right direction.
Once again, we were on our way down into the
depths of the libraiy stacks. After roaming for
what seemed like endless hours, we finally came
upon the first book on the Grandmaster's list. Call
number TA439.N481996 was our first find.
The book was titled "Properties of Concrete."
We did not check for the author but we did find
out the general sense of the word: "cement is a
material with adhesive and cohesive properties."
We were fascinated and we are sure that you are
as well.
Other books that may be useful in starting your
own BOA collection would be:
Call I SF271.E341976X "The World Atlas of
Cheese"
Call I TX382.A9 "The Cheese Handbook"
Call I HD9999.R32G543 "King C. Gillete, The
Man and hisWonderful Shaving Device"
Call #Al.77:256 "Howto BuyCheese"
One of the most exciting parts of our journey
was when the Grandmaster showed us his collection of "School Squad" supplies. These supplies
included "General lssimo: The Ruler," "Peter Pen"
and "Christopher Compass." When we asked him
where we could get our hands on such nifty
school supplies he told us that all of the aforemeir
tioned products had been discontinued. To make
up for this he gave us the "General lssimo: The
Ruler" box and a couple of things that looked like
German modern art.
With these trinkets in our pockets and another
adventure under our belts, we embarl<ed into the
frigid night air with an overwhelming sense of
accomplishment. Soriy Critter, we did not get
kicked out of the libraiy this time.
MOA Worthless Fact of the Week: Mosquitoes
are more prone to bite people who have recently
eaten bananas.
Edit.on Note: lbe Hen of~ arc p-oicssional Qtirin:s.
Rease do Mtuy dlis uhome. No o&:rlse wuintendecfin the
~of this colurN\. Send aencr:al pr.rii:se or Nile mail to The Hen
of~ Conatet Bob l.adcwia: at ab t@pen.eiu.edu or t1lltt
hat :lilt curr«@pcn.eiu.edu. Tbri: )'OU. and ' - ' a nice dirly.
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Country and folk converge at Friends
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Smooth country grooves offer innovative alternate to ordinary bar fare
41' jadiie watt
StaH111itN

he Charleston bar scene has seen

T

many rock and alternative bands, and
it has seen its share of country acts

too.
Starting at 9 p.m. tonight Friends &
Co.. 509 Van Buren, is hosting y<>t another group of bands that's a musical collaboration of cool country and fantastic folk
songs.
As usual. attendees will be blessed by

performances from Charleston's own
Motherlode and The Rh inestone
Barnburners. Both of these bands have
entertained at Friends many times.
According to Shannon Sherwood,
owner of Friends & Co.. "Mothertode and
The Rhinestone Barnburners bring in a
built-.i.n crowd because everyone loves
them.
..There are not that many vcmues for
(the locals) to play at with regularity but
Friends provides that." Sherwood said.
The new edition for tonight's boot-tapping line up is Mike Ireland and Holler.
They are a smooth, straight-up country
band without the leather after taste.
Front man Mike Ireland said, "I grew up

hating country music. It seemed like the
most uncool music when I was young."
The times have certainly changed s ince
Ireland. Dan Mesh. Paul Lemon and Mike
Lemon seem to be loving what they are
doing.
Most of the current band members
were once in the band .. The
Starweathers." which is also from Kansas
City.

Mike Ireland and Holler previously
released its fi rst full length album.
"Learning to Live," on Sub-Pop Records.
Sub-Pop Records was a first label to the
grunge/punk phenomenon Nirvana and
also to the heavy hits of Soundgarden.
Sub-Pop Records was also the home label
to Mudhoney. Sebadoah. Tab and The
Reverend Horton Heat.
Mike Ireland and Holler are commonly
mistaken for being punk rock rather than
country because it is on this label.
"The Blue Rags. The Scud Mountain
Boys and The Supersuckers are ail country-flavored bands that are on (Sub-Pop
Records)." said Chris Jacobs. one of SubPop's publicists...When it comes to the
label it doesn't matter what the genre is,
it matters if the band is good or not:'
Mike Ireland and Heller's runes are not
punk rock. Most of the lyrics to the songs
on the album are not typically knee-slapping either. However. it is ear pleasing and
singable.
The sensitive male song "Cr(' admits.
..If your sweetheart sends a letter of
good-bye/it's no secret/you'll feel better ~
you cry."
The band also remade a Bill Fold song.
"Banks of the Ohio." Some of the lyrics
are "When she told me she could never
be mine/I placed my knife against her
breasr/ She cried, 'oh please don't murder
me. I'm just not ready for eternity."'

Resolutions
quietly mumbled of course.
While the celebrations here in
the United States are as varied
as the population is, some other
culWl'QS have a more traditional
take on the turning of the y<>ar.
At midnight in Cyprus, families cut a coin cake into equal
pieces and whoever gets the
coin gets good luck. The trick is
no matter how you cut it. everybody gets a coin. Other customs
aren't so tasty.
.. My mother's parents were
from Germany ... She used to
make me eat sauerkraut and
bratwursL She'd boil it and make
us say our new year's resolutions
over it," said Lena Arthur. a
junior Environmental Biology
major. "I am advers.e to resolutions because of that."
Different cultures not only

from page I

celebrate differently. but they
a lso differ in when they celebrate it . January first has been
the beginning of the new year in
Europe as early as 153 B.C.E..
when the month took its name
on the Gregorian calendar from
Janus. one of the Roman
Empi re's oldest de ities. The
Jewish new year occurs during
the fall and. like the Gregorian
new year. is a time to review the
past and contemplate the future.
As is the Muslim new year.
Moharram. which occurs in
about 3 months. said Mahmood
Butt, professor of secondary
education.
Regardless of when it occurs
or how it's done, the new year
offers a time for reflection, possibly growth and for some, the
worst headache of life.

write for the Verge

photo courtesy Sub Pop Records
Mike lrelands (third from left) sings vocals for the country band Mike lrelands and Holler,
who is appearing with The Rhinestone Bamburners and Motherlode tonight in the Dungeon
of Friends & Co., 509 Van Buren.
Those lyrics are questionable unless the
whole album is listened to. Then the song
is just ironic to the other traditionally
heartbreak filled songs like "Worst of
All."

Jacobs said the songs "Headed for a
Fail" or "House of Secrets" could be the
band's first s ingle since "Banks of the
Ohio" is not an original.
Champaign's independent event pro~
motor.Jeff Stepp. first got introduced to

New series airs Sunday on NBC
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Have you
noticed an outpouring of TV
series and movies about weird
and occult happenings! You don't
suppose. do you. that it has anything to do with the runaway
success of "The X-Files"1
The latest effort to shock and
amaze viewers comes from NBC
on Sunday with "The lake:· starring Yasmine Sleeth (" Baywatch "). Marion Ross. linden
Ashby and Robert Prosky.
It's no weekend at the beach.
Miss Sleeth returns to her
home village to d iscover her
dying father. like the other villagers, has undergone a personality change. Does it have anything to do with the nearby lake
that emits a roaring sound! Why
do x -rays of the locals show
thei r right and left s ides
reversedl
And what is Marion Ross.
television's favorite mom from

Op.m.Fri.Jan. 16
Or.Wu

Op.m. Fri. Jan. 16

Jim Cole & The Sublimilators

10pm. FriJan. 16

Table Scraps

Op.m. Sal. Jan. 17
0:30 p.m. Sat. Jan. 17

OzGodW.d
Livid w/ Five Tribe
Taxi war wrwarm Wood

Mike Ireland and Holler through the alternative country magazine No Depression.
Stepp compared the "pure" vocals to old
time traditions like George Jones and
Charlie Rich.
The admission to this 21 and over
show is $4.00. The swooning sounds of
Motherlode, The Rhinestone Bambumers
& Mike Ireland and Holler are in the
Dungeon of Friends & Co. starting at 9
p.m.

..Happy Days." doing in a movie
like this!
.. , can swim," she explains
whimsicaily. "Some of the other
actors lost out because they
coukln't swim."
Miss Ross still plays a benign,
maternal TV role on .. The
Drew Carey Show." Although
she init ially appears as a nice
lady in "The lake," that changes.
Blame it on that nasty lake.
.. It was so much fun," the
actress says . ..because the only
enemy is the great unknown. My
character is a very. very nice
person. but then she gets sucked
into the lake. I come back and
I'm different. Isn't that fun!
.. Look at "Sc ream 2.' The
audience loves this stuff. Do 11
Not particularty. But my 7-yearo ld granddaughter and I were
watching •The Curse of the
Mummy's Tomb' on television
recently. It is quite okl and not

Ted's Warehouse
Gomer Buc's Pub n' Grub (Mattoon)

Bmd Pig (ChampailJl)
Ted's Warehouse
Mar1y"s

very scary. But we sat up in bed
and screamed our heads off."
Miss Ross admitted she is limited in the TV roles she can play.
It's not that she isn't a versatile actress; she has proved her
range in the theater. But the
cumulative effect of her 19741984 stint as Marion Cunningham in "Happy Days" still holds.
"Somebody gave me a script
about a drunken old Irish
woman at the bar. and I said no,"
she remarked...I'm so beloved
on the screen that people stop
me and kiss me. I thought. what
a treasured thing!
.. I cherish, in a sense, being
that for Amenca:'Happy Days' is
rerunning now on Nick at Night.
every night. A little girt stopped
me in the market. ... I hugged
her, and we had a little moment
in the market together. It's so
valuable. I wouldn't betray thac"

$3

free
$:!

$3

345-9732
235-0123
(217) 351-7444

$:!

0 p.m. Thu. Jan. 22

Bind Pig (Charnpa9')
Mabel's

345-9732
345·2171
(217) 351-7444

$:!

(217) 329-5701

0 p.m. Fri.Jan. 23

Mabel's

$:!

(217) 329-5701

10 p.m. Fri.Jan. 23
3 p.m. Sal. Jan. 24
Op.m. Sal. Jan. 24
0:30 p.m. Mon. Feb. 2

Friend's& Co.

free

345-2390

Friend's& Co.
Mabel's (<llampaign)

$5
$:!

345-2390
(217) 329-5701

Friend's& Co.

$:!

345-2390

10 p.m. Sal. Jan. 17

$3

·~
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Some were hOt, hso me "
· 1 e 1owdow
Titanic, the unsinkable movie
MS Titanic's film re_surrection proves
the ship floats with grace aod grandeur
41' sean stangland

Staff writer

Q

uestion: Can a film that reportedly c0tt $200
m illion to make really be worth It!
The answer: Yes.

Director James Cameron·s •Titanic'' (rated l'G-13)
works on just about lf!tt'Y level a film can. Frc>m the
first reel to the mt. ''Titanjc"-thrills us, Involves us,
tuche.s us and captivates us. Mot.ion pictures: were
Invented for pieces of an like this.
The genius of the film lies in its ability to nuke a
famous. well-documented event such as the sinking of
the RMS Tltank :ind breathe dramadc life Into It. We
all l<now how it ends. yet we are swept away by the
film anyway.
The narra<lve opens in the Adandc Ocean where
documenarian Brock Lovett (Cameron su1>le Bill
Paxton) searches for a ridlculousty valuable d ;amond
necklace t hought to be onboard the ru ins of the
T 1anic.
To his dismay. he finds only a ragged drawing of a
woman wearing the object o f his search around her
neck.

The woman turns out to be Rose CaJverc. a one
hundred-year-old survivor of the tragedy. played

charmingly by Gloria Stuart.. She fains Lovett at the
sunken ruins where she spins her a.le of what happened during the doomed maiden voyage of the supposedly unsinkable ship.
The film shifts to ·Solllhampton. England. 11n 1912
where a sevenceen-Yeir: old Rose (Kate Win slet of
··sense and Sens1b1hty"') staru her 1ourney back to the
states with her fian ce. Cal Hockley. one of 1:he first
c h3racters in yea rs that can truly be desc ribed as
··dastardly" thanks to a wonderful performance from
Billy Zane ("·The Pluntom·")
The problem here lies 1n the fact that Rose doesn't
love Cal. theirs is a forced romance by way of their
CJes in high society Rose's mother. Ruth ( Frances
Fisher). see!. her d3ughter's marriage into a ""ellrespected family as the ticket to financial security.
All looks bleak for Rose undl she meets jack Dawson (Leonardo DiCaprio 1n his best role to date). a
ffedgling art.1st who won his ticket aboard Tic:an1c In a
poker game. In jack. Rose finds the companion she·s
always been searching for. someone who fc>ves her
for who she is, not for who she ··ought co be.""

. But enougl\. about the plot. The
reason most people will see this
movie for is the climactic final hour in
which the Titanic strikes an Iceberg
and begins Its slow descent into icy
waters. This seaion of the film stands
as t he most astonishing technical
accomplishment In the history of film.
Through models. digital effects. and
a huge Titanic set. Cameron has created a reenactment of the sinking so
real. so awe-Inspiring that one could
easily forget that they are watching a
fabrication . On a technical level,
"Titanic·· ls perfect. .
Surpr isingly. " Titanic" also succeeds dramadcally. Wlnslet's portrayal of the precocious Rose is infectious. At first, we see a snobbish.
detached, spoiled rich girl with not a
care in the world. But as her love for
Jack grows. her youthful spirit comes
to the surhce. Winslet has given us
one o/ the mosc likable characters in
a long time. a strong woman who will
do anything for love.
. The dialogue, while very corny at
Rose Calvert and Jack Dawson (Kate Winslet and Leonardo DiCaprio)
times. fits the picture exactly. "Titanglide across the dance floor in the ballroom on the MS Titanic just hours
te"' feels like an epic of old Hollywood. and makes u s buy into lines before the unsinkable ship wenl down in the waters of the North Atlantic
like. "'T~ey·ve got you mipped. ~e. ocean.
-=;;
:.
~ ~~~;:::::
ilnd you ' re gonna die if you don't
Cameron's specialty has been thrill ride movies:
br eak free!"' Any modern rotnance would seem silly " Aliens," ··True Lius." " The T erminator." With
with most of "Titanic's'" dialogue. but it works in the "Titanic." Hollywood's best action director has leapt
context of this great spectacle
into the annals of movie history with a landmark
The present-day scenes involving the deep sea achievement.
excavators work. too On a'°computer s1mulauon. old
··T1can1c" 1s easily the best film of 1997 and can be
Rose is shown exactly how the T itanic sank: this mentioned 1n the s;r.mc sentence as acknowledged
works later on when the ship actu;illy does sink so classics like "Gone ' N ith the Wind," "Citizen Kane"'
that the audience 1sn't wondering why it takes ii ship and " Casablanca ." Expect Oscars for the film.
two hours to go down. The narration never fails.
Cameron. Stuart. the e ffeccs wizards and James
In fact. nothing fails 1n '"Titanic." It's as close to per- Horner's musical sco•re. This is the one to see.
fect as a movie will likely get. The characters. while
sometimes broadly-drawn, are w ell-written and likable. the production exceeds anything ever put on
" Titanic"
film and the emotional impact of the narrative will
Paramount Pict~.'ls
leave most audience members misty-eyed (it worked
on me).
4
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Visit our Web Site www.dlsclplesofcb1;st.org
then come worship with us .

Disciples of Christ Christian Church
Adams Chapel I J 11 Hawthorne Or.
(Ea51 of Rural King o n Vi<~oria Lane)

Ray Allen, Minister
Be15y Johnson-Miller, Associate Pastor

ttn Mis.

Sunday Morning WorsbJp 9am
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were not----- - - Nn on movies released over break
Screaming again with Willialnson
leaves adrenaline slowly pumping
dhlllgruen
StJlf wriler
The past year has been a "scream" for

mo¥ie maker Wes Craven and screen
writer Kevin Williamson, which means It
has been a good one.
Most recendy the duo brought "Scream
2" to the screen to appease the legions of
"Sere.am" fans. The film set records at the
box office due to fan anticipation. but
more dollars at the box office doesn't
miilke a better movie.
Everyone who make·s It through the
Woo<lll>q,Q nigh~:rfturns: Neve
Camptrlll. ~ Arquette and Courtney
Cox are the main players again. This time.
they are joined by the up-and-coming Jada
Pinkett ("Menace II Society"). Omar Epps
(""The Program"), Jerry 9' Connel ("Sliders") and Sarah Michell~ellar ("I Know
What You Dod Last Summer") only to
name a few . With •II this star quality, It
seems you're not cool in Hollywood until
you've been in a ··scream" movie. just like
the " Batman'' sene1.

The same formula used in the ''Scream"

original Is rehashed for the sequel. There
is supposed to be an exciting introduction
to the killer and his psychotic ways.
although It does not compare to the original with Drew Barrymore. Then we are
introduced to the setting. which Is sometime after the original story and on a college campus . Again, the story hovers
around Sidney Prescott (Campbell) with
old friends from home and new college
buddies.
The ~Iller makes the wish known to finish the story started In Woodsboro to kill
Sidney. Just like last time, whoever lsn 't
killed during the cou rse of the film
becomes a ruspect.
Too much time is spent by the living
going through the rules of a horror film
and its sequels to find out who the killer
is. which leads to a long lull In the film .
Finally. the killer makes an appearance to
bring the film out of its stale lull and has a
place in the rest of the movie.

which is a d isappointment.
Naturally, everyone who gq_es to see
"Scream 2" will wonder if It Is as good as
the first. Just like most of the other hundreds of sequels that try to capture an
audience the way the original d id, it lacks
In originality a.n d it fails to be as good a
movie u iu predecessor. However. It is
not like other sequels because it is a good
movie In Its own right.
Without "Scream" and its imitation "I
Know What You Did L<ast Summer.'' also
written by Kevin Wiiiiamson, It would
have had the success It deserves. The only
thing that Craven and Wiiiiamson are
guilty of is making the original too good.
and not leaving enough for the sequel.
So. the whole point is. go see the
movie because it is good, but be ready to
be disappointed if you saw and loved the
first one.

There are only a few original scenes.

for example one in the back seat of a car
w ith the killer. that rival those in the origi·
nal. but it only gives its weuhered audi·
ence false hope for a fantastic ending.

. ·scream 2"
Dimension

**

112

1998 releases
Jan. 10

" Ha rd Rain"
with Morgan Freeman

Feb. 13

"The Wedding Singer"
with Adam S3:ndler &
Dre.w Barrymore

May 8
" Deep Impact"
with Morgan Freeman
Memorial Dav. weekend
"Godzilla"
with Matthew Broderick

June 19

"X-Files"
with David Duchovny &
Jillian Anderson

July 1

" Armageddon"
with Bruce Willis

July 24

"Lethal Weapon 4"
with Danny Glover, Mel
Gibson & Chris Rock

Brosnan scores bi9 with second Bond appearance
Traditional Bond, James Bond produces 19th film with kung-fu fighting Bond-girl Michelle Yeoh
4!J'sean stangland
S1atl·M1te1
Director Roger Spott1swoode bnngs
the 19th James Bond installment. "Tomorrow Neve r Dies' (rated PG-13), to life on
the big screen with all the thrills and double-entendre.s we've come co expect from
the savvy British agent.
Pierce Brosnan gees his second try at
playing 007 after I 99S 's entertai ning
"Golde~e::,;i ~ fil(p,, Brosnan made a
good firi"t impression and won praise the
world over as the best Bond this side of
Se.an Connery. With this film, he seems at
home In the role; the audience will stop
thinklng of him as Pierce Brosnan and will

instead see him as James Bond.
Bond's enemy comes 1n the form o f an
evil media magnate th1.s ume. Elhot Carver. played by Broush actor Jonathan Pryce
(best known for those lnfin1t1 car com mercials). creates the: e vents he gets to
publish in his newspapers.
H is plot is to incite a war between
Britain and China with two warheads he
stole. which would, of course. get rid of
two of his biggest markets. buc It's a Sr 1
film: you don't take logic into accounc.
It turns out that Carver's wife, Paris,
sexy but short-lived Teri Hatcher. had a
fling with our favorite British agent a while
back; now Carver has a personal vendetta
against the man who is already out to get

hom
Along the Wily. Bond finds a partner 1n
a. Chinese secr et agent who is after Carver as w ell. Michelle Yeah- w ho gained
fame m China as Jackie Chan's pan.ner 1n
" Police Story J" (called .. Supercop .. on
Amer ica) and 1n kung-fu films o f her
o w n- pro vides an equal for Bond. Of
course. they fall in love at the end. but
they also get the 1ob done together.
Yeoh struts her rTQrtial arts stuff while
Brosnan n.ces over rooftops on a motorcycle and pilots a jet over snowy moun·
ains.
"Tomorrow Never Dies" is just what
any Bond fan would expect it to be, and
that's why it worl<s so well. Brosnan is the

perfect balance of Connery's cool. suave
porthyal and Roger Moore's tongue-incheek charactenz:iuon
Add to this a v1s1t from gadget master
Q . some dee p-sea d1v1ng. a BMW with
missile s. a power-hungry media magnate
and a kic k -ass sidekick a nd you get a
movie that equals "GoldenEye" for thrills.
"'from Russia W ith Love·· for int rigue. and
'"Octopussy.. for comic value.
In short. It's great enten:ainmenL

NEED AN HIV TEST?
Free, Anonymous Testing and Counseling
Is avallable at the Coles County Health Dej)artrnent
825 18th Street In Charleston
Tesdng also provided ff'&stem 's Health Service
after hours on Thursdays
Call the Health ~nt to make an
:appointment for either testing site

,
I
I
I
I
I
~

348-0530 / 158-0530
ask for Joye• or Judy

Friday Luoch Special

TUrkey Burger••••.•••.. ••••••••.•• ••••••••.••••.•• $3.25
French Club Sandwlch••.•••••..•••• •••••••••••• 3.50
~.Lunch Jlfenu Auailabi.1

Dinger Speclal

ruz. ......... Buy
------.a>...-..
....

I- get 2nd l /2 P'rtce
~ .em:...-.~•c:aa.- - - - - - - 16 oz. drinks•••:.•••• $ I . 7 5
Woodchuck Cider (reg. $2.95) SPECIAL $2.50

"Tomorrow Never Dies United Artists

***in

The Daily
Eastern News
is your door
to the EIU
community

Smoked

U.TllBD.ll D&RT

HODGKINS DISEASE
LEARN MORE ABOUT IT
Come listen to
Dr. Edward Hoppin

When: January lQ_~ pm
Where: EIU Union - Arcola/Tuscola Rm .
Co-Sponsored by EIU Health
Service &. Attiletlc Department

~ friday.1.16.98

advertising

Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

For Sale

Personals

DORM SIZED REFRIGERATOR.
820 LINCOLN 348--77.a

CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT- Discover how to
wott in exotic locations. meet fun
people. while earning a iving in
these e.xciting industries! For
employment information. call:
517-324-3090 EXT. C57381.

BEST VALUE. FURNISHED 2
bedroom apartment. Garbage
included. 10 month Sease. $250
each. 348-0288

2-4 BEDROOM HOUSES. 1 & 2
bedroom apts. to & 12 month
Sease. Deposits. no pets. 3-45-

FOR SALE 1985 M ERCURY
COUGAR $1200 OBO Must see
to appreciate.. Cal 345-1291.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/t6

FRAG ASSI. Happy 2tst! Now
you can hokt all of our l.D."s .
Low. thegiirts.

~=o=No~A=v~TH
=R=o-u=G=H~s-u='
No~~

..

DAYCARE. All shifts open. Pr-eSchool activities. Before/After
school t ransportation. Lie

#179991. 348-8001.
tilt

Make Money
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTlAL
mailing our circWrs. No expe~
enoe Required. Free information
pac:tet. Call 4to-347-1475.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2112

Help Wanted

M ENT- Work in America's
National Parks. Forests & Wiklife
Preserves. Competitive wages +
bonuses! Ask us how! Call
Outdoor Empkryrnent Resources:
517-324-3t09 E.xl N57382.
STUDY NEEDS BABYSITTER.
Tuesday momings 9-t0:45 a.m.
$5.00 per week.. Call Kathy 345-

Monday through Friday evening
and mid-night shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible schedu~
ing also available. No experience
necessary. Paid tra.niig is provi~
ed. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries. 825 t8th
Street. Charleston. IL 6 1920

-ER
~S~T~~

N
- -ow
- H-,R-IN-G--su-.-...

tor Girl Scout Resident Camp.
Certified lifeguards. cools. oou~
selors. unit leaders. program
dir"ectors and LPN/EMT openings. Camp i:s located out-side
Ottawa. I on 260 wooded aaes.
Only those serious about wot\ing
with the youth of today white
Seaming/teaching valuable outdoor liviig slils need apply. June
21. 1998- August 1. 1998.
Compl ete training provided.
Minorities encoo1"1ged to apply.
For application w rite or call:
TGSC. t 533 Spencer Road.
Joiel IL 60433 Of 815-n3-3449.

-H-0NG~K~O-N-G~H~O-us-e,,...-'
N~~
HIRI NG. APPLY IN PERSON.
1505 t8TH ST.

=FR=o=N~T~~O~F=Fl~C~E--C~L~E~~
Charleston Recreation OE!pt. is
seeking a part-time Front Office
Clerk. Applicants should be VK'f
r esponsi>le and possess good
clerical and oomrru»cation stills.
Typing. telephone and 00111>uter
experience desired. Job imotves
a lot of public contact. Approx.
15-25 hours per week. Flexible
schedule would be help ful.
Starting pay $5. t5-$5.30 per hr.
Apply in person M-F 9-5 at 520
Jackson Street in Charleston. lL
No phone calls. Position open
t.ntifilled.EOE.
1

..
~~o~o~eL~S~N~e~eo=e=o~.~M~a~t~ 1:r
female models for dta'lring clas~
es tor Spring 1998 semester. To
apply, come to the Art Office.
Fin e Arts 216.

vo=L~u=N=r=e=e=R~G=v=M=N~A~s\'fb
~

I NSTRUCTORS U RGENTLY
needed for acro-i111>s~ pll>(pm .
Tuesday 4-7 p.m./Thursday 4-6
p.m. Call Or. Scott A .G.M.
Crawford. 581-6363.
t/16

4«12.

=aRAN
==o~N=e=w~3~a=e=o=
RO=o=u~~.

off square. Avail. immediatel y.
Water and trash ind. Cal 3-459139 « 345-2702
1/t6

1/t6
3 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAI LABLE Fall 98. $2t0/person (3
occupants) t2 month lease. 811
North 4th St 217-897-6266

~F~AL~L~9=.
8 ~ri~t:.
~Lo=c=A~L~w=o~M~E~N·=s--0=1:~~~ Ar.V.~,.,~LAB=L~E~F~OR
9349.

STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESlOENTS WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DI SABILITIES.

E.O.E.

~NA~T~l~O~NA~L~P~A~
RK~E~M=P~L~~

-,=
EF=F=1c=1e=NC=v~&~LAR
=G=e~.~~~
ROOM apt_ avaitable Fan 98. 12
month lease. Efftciency $250. 1
bedroom. S3t0. Located 4 11
Harrison. 2t7-897-6266

TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
F UR N ISH ED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000

=rH-R=e=e-=&~F=o~u=R-a=e=o=R~o6':t
house & apartments. c l ose to
campus. Call 345-a62t

=FA=LL~98~.~N=E~W~3~a=e~OR=oo='.ri
bath. Washerfdl)tff. Duplex. $275
per person. No pets. no parties.
Prefer grad students. 348-8821

Sublessors
MACARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS 1 girl tC>Perclassman. to
share a 2 bedroom hmished apt.
345-2231.

=Fe=M==
ALE su=a=LESSO
==R~tE
=eoro
ASAP. Own room. close ao campus. fully furnished. $2251month.
Cal Dani 348-6685

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1Q3

Roommates

s=1=N=GLE
=-A=p=r~
. BA
=s=1c~FU
=R-N~~

For Rent
lt«>MOUAL ROOMS FOR MENFumished- Bed & Chest.
Common areas fumi:shed. Call
348-8870. Close to campus.

N~=,c=e-.~c-L=
o=
se~r=o-c=A~u=~~~
FURNISHED HOUSES tor 98-99
school year. $235/ mo. t2 mo
lease. no pets. can 345-3t48.

~2=&~3~a=eo=ROO=~M~A=P~
,.R=T~M~E~

near campus. Reasonable. 3452-4t6.

o=R=c=H~A~R=o-~PA~R=K-A=P=A%~
MENTS. 3 large bedtooros for 34 people near campus. Cal Cari
348-7635.

2~~a=e=o~R~O~O~M~T=o=w~NH=o~~~~
APARTMENTS furnished. Trash
p/u included. 2 blocts from campus. Cal 348-0350.

G~,~R-L~S_O_N_E_O~R-T-w-o---'aro.
ROOM furnished apartments. 10
month Sease. No pets. 9-4. 345-

5048.

N~=,c=e-.~c-L=
o=
se~r=o-c=A~u=~~~
FURNISHED HOUSES tor 98-99
school ~ar. No pets. $235/ mo12 month lease. Call 345-3148.

~M~ACA
=R~r=H~UR~M~A=No=R~AP='Arr
MENTS now Seaslig for Fal "98.
2 bedroom fumished apt. 345-

223t.

I NG. heat/water provided. SP
semester $250. Daw. 345-217t.
g a.m.- 11 a.m.

=se=1~rs=1~N=G~E~R~A~P~AR=T~M~E='
Nfs.

16t1 9th St One b1oct east. Old
Main. Now leasing tor Summer
98. and 98. 99 school year.
Completely furnished. heat and
pbage included. Off street parting. g month individual leasing.
345-7136

213 be«oom apartments. Close

to campus. 348-5032

A=v.=,.=1LAB
=L~E~F=OR
=F-AL~L~9=8."='
o~~.
Ro~o~M=s~F~O~R~R~E~N=r--~w""'o.::.
~

only. Large house fully furn. central AJC. Marry extras. 1 blk. 6un
union. $230 inc. Vti. Hoose 3455692. Pal Nova> (630)789-3n2.

N=e=w~,~.2~.3-A~N=o-•-=ae=o=R=ri~
APTS .• off s treet parking. furnished, ale..• too much to list cal
217-348-0819 Leave message.

APr.=AATM=~EN
=r=s~2-=3~.~••~'°°""'
~1 ~

G=1=R~LS=Fu=R=N=1S=
H ED~H=o=u..:SE5.:-

c=~LE~A~N-A=
nR~A~c=r=1v=e~
3 1~

~BR=m=A~Nv=R=1ooe
==3~a=e~DR=Jg~

~RO=ou~MA
=TE~N=ee~·~~g

6694.
FEMALE $150.00 MONTH Pt.US
HALF UTILITIES. EVERYTHING
IS HERE. JUST MOVE IN. 235-

9n9.

1122

Lost & Found
LADIES SILVER RING FOUND 2
months ago near Health
SeMces. ~206.
1/t6

~71~0~8-UCH_A_
NAN-.-2-BE
=OR~O~~
upstairs. t bedroom downstairs.
$800/ mOfih/10 monl'I lease. Fal
98. 345-8547.

APARTMENT cl ose to town.
Sto¥e. reiigeraior. wash pick-t.ip.
water.
Furnished.
Rent
$250/month. Lease required. Cal

345-5270.

________1at
M ll G5~

Classified Ad Fonn

Travel
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to lhe
hottest action in Aorida- Where
guys meet girt s! One of the
newest motets on the ocean.
AAA- r ated. beach volleyball.
pool and ~ bar open 24 hcus
B.y.o.b.- STUDENTS only! Cal 1800-682-09 19. http:ffwww.dayaonamotelccm.

________

UnderClassiicationd _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Lawson~.

ZETA PH I BETA Founder's Day Soci a.I today at 6 p.m. at the Zeta
Hoose- Greek Court. Come celebrate our Founder's Day - he food. all
Vttloome!
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir rehearsal today at 6
p.m. in the Fin e Arts Building Rm. Ot3.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE Board Gane night today at 7 p.m. at
the Christian Campus Hoose. Everyone is welcome.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Sunday seMc:e January 18 at
the Christian Campus House located behind Lawson Ha.JI on 4th
Slrffl
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend masses at 11 a.m. on
Sunday January t8. There is no 9 p.m. Mass this Sunday because of
the hoiday.
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M dit:y thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day.
10 cents per word each consecutnire day. 15 word minimum. Student
ads nrst be paid in actvanoe..
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the f9rt ao edit or relose ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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clips
INDIGO Dues are due today to Natalie. Any questions call 2509.
UNITY CHRlSTIAN FEUOWSHIP MINISTRIES St.nday worship service J anuary t8 at 3 p.m. at Christian Aliaoc:e church loca~d off of 9th
Sl and Woodlawn and also ao the left of Cannan Hall. (white building).
ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY lHC. Attention all students: APA
presents the I Have A Dream Essay contest. 500 word miiimum .
Deadline for essays is Sunday Jan. 18. Contact 348-1992 tor details.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA lnformationals January 21 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Charieskln/Mattoon room in the Union.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA lnformationals January 22 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Charieskln/Mattoon room of the Union.
ALPHA PH I OMEGA Open House today at 7 p.m. in the Tower of
McAJee. Call Erin at 348-6248 or Man at 58t-3285 if you have any
questions.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA First meeting of semester January 19 at 7 p.m. in

··~:~~~~~tr:;

E>Prafionoode(dficeuseonly) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a Ooed<

Personals
CONGRATULATIONS TO ERtcA
A NTESBURGER OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA on getting lavaliered to DAN RYAN OF SIGMA
Pl I lo.te my mommy and daddy!
Low. Yoor kiddo. Arny.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/t6
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Name:_______________
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This
Space
for
Rent
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For Sale

F'\.:ca·

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

oo..:wdsldays

PH I THETA KAPPA community
college transfer students invited
to reception. TU ESDAY. JANUARY 20. 3:30-4:30 P.M .. 1895
UNIVERSITY
ROOM.
UHION(2nd floor. near Grand
Ballroom). R.S.V.P. 581 -2017.

LOF T ONLY $50 fits Lawson.
Andrews and Pemberton. Call
348-0615.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/t6

:l? AC,:'N~ !J:;o:c,.e:(I
cJ ·~W!! O~

-e: V~ttl ~r · ~~ttf

EPSI LON woul d like to thank
their old execufore board for a
great year.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/t6

F
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IMMEDI ATELY FOR FALL
SEMESTER $200/mo plus utilities. Good location. Call 348-

TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
F UR N ISH ED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.

1...-.dry. 9-4. 345-5048.

House for rent by owner. 780.00
per month/divided. Prefer
females. (630) 3n-B282

66t0.

OOM re~w~A~NT~E~D-MA==r·~~
FA=L~L~5-.4~.~3.~2~bed=room=~.~..,:::. ~R=~MA=
=

2-3 girts. Near EIU. CAU CAMPUS RENTALS 345-3100
between 3-9 p.m.

7-9. 10 month lease. No pets.

ROOMMATES NEEDED. Nonsmokiig female looling tor roomma1e (or roommates) for 98-99
school year. Call Diane 348-

~TH~E~M~E~N~O~F-=s=1G~M~A~1~~1

J ANUARY CLEARANCE SALE!
25% off tapestries. 3- wick ~
dies. oil lamps. all cigars &
accessories at Calliope Court.
706 Jactson. Charleston.

o=w=N~R=o~O~M~l=N~3~B=R~H~O~J~i.
washer/dryer. big screen TV.
$180/month + util. 345-4496.

==~~-~==1/t6

MARISSA- Super 21st Birthday!
We low you! Low. Y0ut Suite.

Announcements
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Artists sound out music boxes in exhibit
.z"emily bertdey &
amanda maddox
Staff writers
Er1jo)Q<I by .....,. but '-rpreted by few, music boxes, whim have
enthralled both young and old for
centurkls, come alive tomorTOW at
the Taitle Ans C.n<M.
The Tari>le Arts Cantor stalf
thought It was music to their "'rs
when they heard that The Music
Box Project would be coming to
Eastern as Its irst show In U nols.
The Music Box Project b an
exhibition of art which oomblnes
sculpture and sound which was
created by many well-known
artists and composers.
According to Director Michael

Watts che exhibk Is neat In conC4pdon by combining sound with

vim an.

"Eadl of Iha pieces coocain
music box mechanisms In which
the sound was u1lected by or
composed by artists and composers. The con131ners are sculptured by the ardsu," Watts said
The artlsu oolaborated with
the Swiss music box manufacturer
Reuge Music to explore the creative junctures o( sound and object
that have enlivened art throughout
the tw<lntleth century. Together
they showase a MW twist to the
oomblnatlon of sound and object.
The Music Box Project was
developed by Claudia Gould,
dinector of Artists' Space In New

Yoti< Oty. The Music Box Project Art In Callfornla and the guided tour and then a hands-on
has been exhibltod throughout the University of Callfornla In San studio project that relatos direcdy
Diego would show at Eastern. to the conton< of the exhibition;'
Unltod Statos and In Japan.
Among the ardsts who partlc· According to Claudia Gould, said Kit Morice, curator o( educa!pated In The Music Box Project Eastom has a remarkable Ana Arts don at Tarbie Arts Centw.
are noted performance artist Department that wil benefit from
Taitle\ staff hopes tho< everyLaurie Anderson, the late avant the exhibit.
one will taka advantage of this
excldng
show; "This exhibit Is
garde composer John Cage, rock
The Music Box Project and
and avant garde composer/per- Wllllam Clo••: Sonic Sculpture worth the community to see
former John Cale, video art pio- exhibition wlll be the subject of because It brings In big name oonneer Nam June Palk and Vlto the Tarble's 1998 Junlor/54nlor temporary artists, both national
Acconcl and Christian Marclay High School Enridvnent Program and lntwnatlonal It crosses many
who are noted for lncorporadng The enrichment program Is an bound:vies with unusual visual and
sound Into their art wori<, along annu>l program In the spring that music an,• Morice said
A lecture by Iha exhibition
with several others who partlclpat· Is developed with the art staff at
Eastom l llnols University. k Is free curator, Claudia Gould, will be
ad
to area schools wtdlln the s.even presen<ed Thursda~ at 7 p.m. Jan.
One may wonder why an
exhibit that has traveled to sudl county regloool school district.
29. The Music Box Project will be
presdgious plac4s as New Yori<
"Art educadon professors
displayed through March I.
City, the Long Beach Museum of train art students to pres.ant a Admission Is f,...,

advertising
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TPUDEAU

Official No!ices are paid for by the Office of University PIA>ications.
Questions oonoeming Nc6::es should be directed to the origi'latot.
APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION Application and reappication fof
{Pduation for Spring SernesUor 1998 most be accomplished no later

than the deadline of 4:30 p.m. on Monday. January 26. 1998. The
cc>Plication and reappication forms are available in your cc>propriate
Oean'soffioe.
SPRING AOOSIDROPS The deadl ine tor adding a Spring cl ass is

Friday. J anuary 16-TOOAY: add classes by lhe Touch-Tone
Registration Sys~m until e111ening hot.ws end k>nighl The deadlne lo<
dropping a class is Monday. January 26. 4 p.m.: if you do not want the
dass to appear on your record CK if you do not want lo be charged lo<
the hours. Plan to can in on Tou~Tone at least 15 minutes before the
system goes down.
AUDIT OEAOLHE The deadl ine for requesting audit grading status is
Wed. Jan 2t. 4:30 p .m. Pick up an audit card in the Regiswation Office.
h ave it signed by the instructor of l he class. a n d return it to l he
Registration Office by the deadlft. A shldent most be officially erwolled

in a class before requesting audit gJading status.
MAJORS, MINORS. OPTIONS If you are a student who n eeds to
dedare majors. minors. or options. go to the Registration Office.
McAfee south basement as soon as possible. If you are adlrised in
Academic Achrisiog/Leaming Assistance Center and want to change
your majors. minors. or options. go to the Academic Advising. 100 Blair
Hal.

GRADE CHANGE APPEALS Appeals to change assigried grades
must be initiated by the student throu{fl the appropriate instructors
wilhin tour weels after the start of the grading period following the one
for which the contesied grades are recorded. The deadline for Spring
SemesU-r 1998 grade change appeals is Monday. February 9. t998.
STUDENT INSURANCE RE<'NROLLMENT Students who haw filed
for the EIU Student Insurance Refun d an d wish to re~nrol in the
Student Health In surance program m ay do so by completing a reeorolfment form and making payment of $56 by Monday. January 26.
1998. be'ore 4:30 p.m. A miiimom of 9 semester holws or a gradUate
assistant ~ is requi'ed to qualify tor re-enrolknenl The W.S...ance wil
become effective wheo the application and lie requi'ed premium are
received by the University wfthin the deadline of January 26. t 998.
Coriaci the Student Heatth Insurance Ofice. secxnd Boor, East Wing.
Student Services Building. or ca.11581-5290.
PART-TIME STUDENT INSURANCE Spring Semester t 998 students
who are ~red for 9.10. or t 1 hours as resident students may pur·
chase Student Accident and Sickness insurance lor lie semester by
obtaining an appicalion 6un Student Health Insurance located in the
Studeot Services Build:ing East WIOd. and making payment prior to
3:30 p.m. JANUARY 26. 1998. at lie Cashier's window in the Business
Office. The cost is $56.
STUDENT INSURANCE REFUND tf )OU are en roled 12 hours or more
Spring Semester t998. or you are a graduate assistant the Student
Heatth l nsuraoc:e fee win be included in )Our tuiion bill. Students who
can proliride ~eoce of having health insurance equal to or better than
the EIU Student Health Insurance. may request the "Petflion for
Insurance Exemption" tonns kom the Student Health lnst.wance Office
k>cated in the Student Services Buil<Mg. East Wing. A OOVf of your
inswance co,,..,any's outioe of coverage or a copy of your medical lO
card must be attached to the compl eted "Petition for Insur ance
Exemption· lorm. JANUARY 26. 1998 is the last date these petitioos
wil be aooepted tor Spring Semester 1998.
DEPENDEHT INSURANCE Students who haw our Student Accident
and 5an ess lnswance tor Sping Semester 1998. and who desire to
purchase Spring Semes1er coverage for thei r depen dents, should
obtain an application from Student Health Insurance office located in
the Student Services Buildirig, East Wing. and make payment prior to
3:30 p.m .• JANUARY 26. 1998. a t the Cashier's wi n dow i n the
Business Office. Cost tor Spring SemesU-r 1998 de$)endent coverage
is: Spouse. $738.15 and EACH CHILD. $463.26. Please note: Even
thoo{fl you have purchased spouse and/or dependent insurance oaverage. spouse and depeodents are not entitled ao use the Pharmacy or
Hearth Services with the purchase of this insurance.
STUDENT INFORMATK>N CHANGES When changes occur, errors
are detected. or infonna1ion is missing in the following basic student
information items. please report them to the offices indicated: Housing
Oflioe.4)cal and/or home adcl'ess and k!lephooe numbers: Enroltnent
Man agement. t16 Old Main - resident status: Registration. South
Basemeot McAfee • degree, major. minor. option; Records Office Soci al Security Number, name. classification, marital status. o r any
other changes or addiions not oovered a.bow.
POST-BACCALAUREATE TRANSCRIPT EVALUATION FEE O n
August 27. 1997. the President's CCU'lcil approved a fee for post~
calana~ transcript evaluation for students seeking inflial Teacher certification. This fee became effective on January 1. 1998. The fee struc>
ture is as follows: first evaluation for post.baccalaul'e"ate students who
did not graduate from Eas~m .$35: secxnd and an Stbsequent evaluations for post-baccalaureate students who did not graduate from
Eastern. $25; and each evaluation for Ea.stem graduates. $to; Please
contact Bonnie Wilson. College of Education and Prolessional Studies,
Room 1-409 Buzzard Hal (581-7858). tor further information. Elizabeth
J. Hik:h Dean. Colege of Education and Professional Studies.
HONORS STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP Honors Continuing Student
Scholarship application forms are now available at the Honors

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

>oonesbury

Programs Office. Booth House. 1538 4th Slreel Scholarsh" appicants
must be in good standing in the Honors Programs. Aw1ica1ions are due
Monday. February 23. 1998, at 4 p.m. to the Honors Programs Office.
FINAL EXAM INFORMATION Please be awar e lhe Final Exam
Schedule for Spri ng t998 is published on page 2 of the Spri ng
Semester 1998 Class Schedile. Class schedules are available on the
shetf outside Regi str atio n Office. basement o f McAfe.e southeast

--

LORD SCHOLARSHIP NOMINATIONS The deadl ille for receC>t of
nominatioos tor the LMogston C. Lord Scholarship is Friday. January
23, t 998. Faculty members who desire to nominate students for this

BY GARAY

scholarship should Slt>mfl the nominatioo(s) ttwough the department
chairs. Nominations IOOSI be receiftd at the Alulmi Services Office by
4 p.m. on January 23 in order o be considered by the selection commrt-

tee.
STATE FARM FELLOWSHIPS Appl ica tions are availabl e for the
$3,000 Sia~ Farm Exoes>tiooal Student Fellowships. Elgibi1ity requftmetn are: ( 1) Ful'-time college junior or senior; (2) Majoring in a bo~
ness-re&ated field: (3) Demonstrated leadership in extracurricular act~
ties: ( 4) Minimum GPA of 3.6 o n a 4.0 scal e: and ( 5) U.S. citizeo.
Please see Pat Hil in lumpkfl Hal 307 tor information/application.
Application deadline is February 15.

~
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Film incarnates traditional Hollywood
Damon showcases his 'star' quality in less-than-deserving role
4'geoff cowyill
Slaffwrler

"Good Will Hunting" is nominat•d for four Golden Glob•s
(including Best Pictur•) and

The part is any egotistical
young actor's dream. He gets to
play genius. bad boy and vulnerable victim of a damaged psych• all
at once.
This Oscar-bait, Franken-stein-

monster-patchwork of a character is incarnated by flavor-of-tho-

Academy Award nominat,ions

surety are forthcoming. but it is
not a ""'Y good film.

of film that would nQYQr give the

bad in th• film. Robin Williams
plays the psychology teach•r that
h•lps W ill open up. and h•'s

'want'.

effective enough. using that
admirable restraint he shows
every once in a while that you

from the fact that the movie is

know has to be so demanding on
him.
Minnie Driver \'Gross Pointe
Blank") survi ves some cutesy
scenes (like an unbearable one in
a thrift store) on sheer charm

audience something they don't
In an apparent attempt to distract twenty- something males

basically about a guy who can't
say "I love you." several sc•n•s of
repartee from the Kevin Smith
school of sophomoric crudi ty
masquerading as bold c&evemess

It follows in the footsteps of

month Matt Damon ("Courag•
Und•r Fire').
And, happy coincidence, he

flicks lik• "Sc•nt of a Woman"
and ..Awakenings," past Best

created the character. having
written the script with co-star

Picture nominees that us.eel stan-

B•n Affleck ("Chasing Amy"). I

can't commit to.

dard Hollywood shorthand to tell
stories about the 'curing' of emotionally or spiritually chall•ng•d

hope Damon doesn 't 'mature'
into the kind of actor that so
horribly suff•rs from d•lusions of
grandeur like Kevin Costner or

is fine as the MIT professor who
wants to harness W ill's genius.

that the movie is dil'<!Ct<!d by Gus
Van Sant. the iconoclastic maker
of "Drugstore Cowboy" and "To

And Damon avoids posturing too
much in his show-offy rol•.
Th• r•al probl•m with the

D ie For." T here isn't a trace of
the subversive bite of those films
here. It's almost as if hearing that

movie is its slickness. Every
detail is introduced for a nice and

David Lynch had directed "On•
f in• Day~
All in all. it is a fine littl• date

dlaracters.
This on• is about W ill
Hunting. a twenty-year o ld
orphan janitor at MIT who, whoo
not being amistad for assault and
getting drunk w ith pals. reads
scads of books and •xp•di•ntly
solves mathematical equations

that it takes experts y•ars to figure out.
H e's

a

delinquent-savant

whose fear of attachment
grounds him to his all-but-retarded friends and an aimless life. His
involvements with a brainy.
British Harvard gal and a community coll•g• psychology t•ach•r
force him to confront his buried
anguishes.

M•I Gibson.
Damon is far too clean-cut
and sweet-faced in the movie to

b• b•lk!vable as a south-Boston
working class tough.
An early sc•n• of spontaneous
brutality i s meant to shock
because we don't expect our
protagonist to be so violent. but
the real shock comes from the
actor appearing so little like the
character he is supposed to be

and pluck as the girlfri•nd Will

We meel on W ee!. al

It is all a bit supri sing, then,

Danish actor Stellan Skarsgard

tidy pay-<llf and the whole outfit
is a set of contrivances dut serve
to create the illusion of depth

movie. You 're guaranteed to

ence never earns an emotional
invol vement in the story; the
movie prognms it into them.

laugh and cry in th• sam• spots
and leave the theatre contented.
This damning praise is all th• film
is r•ally worth, bot if that is all
that you &oak for in a movie, have
at it.

(from the ps•udo-intellectual pun
of the tide on down). Th• audi-

playing. The pioc•s of th• char-

It is full of typical Hollywood

"Good Wil Hunting•

acter don 't add up, so it's not
Damon's fault that he can't act

manipulation ploys. Characters
do things the audience doesn't

Miramax

b•lievably (that is. it wouldn't be
his fau lt if h• hadn't wriW>n it).

want th•m to. but it's alright. and

Actually. the acting isn't that

resolved because this is th• type

**

we know situat,ions will be

Become Part of the Verge Staff!
@

are littered throughout. (Smith
was a producer on the film.)

4 p.m. @ fhe

S tuJenf P ub licolio ns office localecl

Buzzar><I Hall...

Do you:

Love to write?
Or maybe...
Have you had little writing experience?

If ~ou a nsw.,,,ed '.)''L51o eifh.,,, queslion,

Kraft Cheese
Singles
12 oz. Package

M\Otielie.a:

Hl-C
Drink
64 oz. bof8o

97¢

2/$3
Tony's
Super Rise Pizza

Koltogg'1

Corn Pops
15 Ol. Box

2/$6 -

2/$5

~
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1 YEARS WORTH OF GROCERIES
.__......,"""~5100 DOLLARS PER WEEK FOR 52 WEEKS (VAl.Ui $$200)
li!i!l)'P~

TRIP FOR 4 TO FLORIDA'S WALT DISNEY
WORLD (MAX. VAl.UE · 8'1© fl'rll!l!!I

S50 WORTH OF GROCERIES

Auorlod Vo.rioti91

Lay's Potato Chips

2;$3~i

